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TOO MUCH WATER!

GREATER ASTOUNDING FACTS

FOUR TRAINS IN ONE WRECK
--

ARE DISCLOSED IN INSURANCE
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President McCall on Witness Stand Testifies to
Nearly Quarter Million Paid
Without any Record.
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New York, Sept. 20. John A. McCall, president of the New York Life
Insurance company, was a witness today before the Legislative Investigating committee.
District Attorney Jerome, who was
an interested spectator, said he expected to make a public statement on
the subject of the investigation in a
few days.
Mr. MeCail testified that it was
true he had drawn checks on the
New York Life without the approval
of the finance committee. He said
this was almost a daily occurrence.
He, himself, was the sole Judge what
checks should be drawn without authorization.
Andrew A. Hamilton, he said, has
charge of the company's real estate
trust company, on a salary of $10,000
a year. Taking up the $100,000 in
checks sent to Albany, McCall said,
in answer to a question, that he gave
them to Hamilton to make payment
on the block In the rear of the home
office, which the company wished to
secure.
"Vouchers will show what they
were drawn for," said McCall. He produced vouchers that verified them.
The words, "for temporary use," on
one of the vouchers, McCall said
meant that the money was to be used
for the purpose decided upon and to
be reported bark to the board. He
said the $100,000 had been accounted
for by Hamilton.
McCall here wanted to make an explanation, but Mr. Hughes, counsel
for the Investigating committee, wanted the account as reported. The account, the witness said, was rendered
orally to him at hi3 office. He said
Hamilton had paid out $700,000 on
the i.lm street property, and there Is
still $235,000 unexpended.
Checks
were produced payable to the ordor of
John N. Golding. real estate broker,
five checks to the order of An-- .
Hamilton.
Hughes was Insistent that the re- port made by Hamilton, as to the dls- position of the $100,000. should be
produced. McCall persisted In saying
that the account was given
to him
verbally in his office. -- The money
has not all been expended," he said.
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Trades Union Club and Federation of Women's Club Unite
to Ascertain Effect on the Home of
Woman's Working.

Ex-

McCALL WILL PAY THE MONEY IF HAMILTON

Pacific in Nevada, Near

Reno, Through Error of

at the Legislative Sessions in Albany, and

His Accounts are Charged to

SERIOUSLY HURT
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It Occured on Southern

PAID TO ATTORNEY HAMILTON, REPRRSENTATIVE
Of the Company
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CONGRESS ASKED FOR MONEY TO

The way the matter now seems to
stand is that $235,000 have been paid
oy me rxew lork Life Insurance company to Andrew A. Hamilton, of Albany; that no accounting for this money has been made except to President McCall verbally, and that Hamilton attends the session of the legislature at Albany in the interest of the
New York Life company; and ail this
was brought out today by the testimony given by Mr. McCall before the
legislative
insurance
Investigating
committee.
McCall said that various sums, making up $235,000, had been given Hamilton in connection with real
deals, but Attorney Hughes, estate
after
considerable questioning, developed
the fact that none of the money had
been actually applied to such deals.
McCall said that Hamilton was allowed money for his expenses at Albany, and his accounts were
subject to audit. McCall denied not
he
ever gave Hamilton money tothat
influence any member of the legislature,
or that he advised such a course. The
$235,000, McCall said, he was sure
would be paid by Hamilton on demand or the New York Life.
"If it is not," said McCall," "I am responsible and I'll pay it."
Hamilton received for legal services about $100,000 a year from the
New York Life. Campaign contributions were given, McCall said, for the
support of the gold standard, rather
than for the republican party."
McCall Vindicates Himself.
Just berore the committee adjourned for the day. McCall was permitted
to make a statement. He said:
"Various publications have stated
mat i nave amassed great wealth In
a few years, n n
o n ...
wont
mininnci'..
oath, that I am not
a part millionaire. If I should die to
morrow, the greatest part of my
o
tune would be my life Insurance"
"Do you nay a premium on that life
insurance?'r asked Attorney Hughes
"I pay mv company J25 000 a vear"
replied
nnniu, hin. seventy-thre- e
sndira es n" wMnh
the New York Life has been making
$2,400,000, I have never been In onei
that sold bonds to the company."

Reno, Nev., Sept. 20. Twenty-fivpersons were Injured and George
Wareman was killed in a head-ocollision between two freight trains, followed by rear-encollision between
the passenger trains, on the Southern
Pacific railroad at a point nine miles
west of Beowawe last evening.
As
reported, the wreck was caused by
the engineer on the freight running
past his orders.
Effort was made to stop the oncoming passenger trains. The first section was stopped but a moment later
the second section plunged full speed
into the first section.
Physicians, nurses and supplies
were rushed to the scene of the accident as soon as possible.
The railroad officials at Sparks re
fused to give any Information concerning the accident. It is feared several of the injured will die. Among
the Injured is Mrs. Isabella Phillips,
of Stony Point, Texas, who Is bruised
on head and left breast.
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em Pacific wreck Is not as aerlouj
as was at first reported. No on wu
killed. Of the thirty or forty passengers Injured no one was moratbaa
severely bruised.
TRADES UNIONS AND WOMEN'S '
CLUBS WILL INVESTIGATE
Chicago, Sept. 20. The Chicago
Trades Union club has decided to ap
peal to congress for an appropriation
to carry on the investigation of the
effects of women working in competition with men. Simultaneously, the
club proposes to appeal to all organizations of women in the country for

The investigation is expected to develop among other things: "What effect the increase In the number of
working women has on home life? In
what degree demand for women in Industrial affairs has driven young girls
into business life?"
The National Federation of Wow-en'- s
NO ONE WAS KILLED,
clubs has already appointed
BUT MANY INJURED. committee to secure government reOgden, Utah, Sept. 20. The South- - port on these questions.

ADMIRALS MEET TO

IN FAST TEN INNING GAME

CIVIC REFORMERS AND

ARRANGE ARMISTICE

DEMOCRATS

FUSE

Gunshu Pass, Sept. 18. (Delayed in
Philadelphia, Pa., Sept. 20. Th
Transmission.) Rear Admiral Jessen Civic party, a refrom organization,
left Vladivostok September 16, on the held its county convention today foV
Miners Won on Fluke-L- as
Vegas Sends Big Excursion to Celebrate Its Day armored cruiser Rossla, accompanied the purpose of nominating
candidates
by the cruiser Begatyr, and two tor- in opposition to the republican nomipedo boat destroyers, to meet Vice nees announced last Saturday. The
Tonight.
Admiral Kamlmura, the Japanese com- candidates named by the convention
mander, and conclude the naval arm- today, it Is announced, will be enBiggest Day is Tomorrow. .
istice. Seven scouts who passed out dorsed by tho demoerKUc convention
of the Russian lines near Sallunchen, tor if? r. In
tbo convention.
recently, were ambushed by Japanese City Chairman Edwards said:
The third day of the big fair dawnEl Paso.
"We proclaim that the reign of
of the bells on the fire apparatus and and killed.
ed bright and clear and this morning
ab r lb po a e the shrieking of the siren.
graft in this city shall end. I wish to
The fire POLITICAL PRISONERS ARE
6 1 2 0 1 0 boys gave
a large crowd ionrneved to Traction Weldman, p
offer a tribute of thanks to John
another
spectacular
run,
Jacoby, H., 1. f. ... 4 1 1 2 0 1 which was
,
RELEASED BY A MOB. Weaver, mayor of Philadelphia, (pror,
.i
nort
nutn
greatly
appreciated
by
the
'
fiTl
; Jacoby, J., s. s. .... 5 1 0 2 3 1 Immense crowd.
Riga. Russia, Sept. 20. The cen- longed cheers), who has done more-tha"
'" "V
Krause,
6 0 1 7 1 1
any other Individual to giro
tral prison here was attacked during
Splendid
Vd
Drill
by
Troopers
The
WaS n0C dif?aPPolnte- - elth- Keliy, c
B
0
0 10 0 0
the night and two prisoners, leaders the people of Philadelphia the opporProbably
4
tho most interesting at- In the political agitation here, were tunity to win their freedom."
0
er ns tne amo r.'.ovc-- the fastest Coleman, 2 b
4 1
1
Smith, 3 b
4
2 3 0 0 traction last evening was the saber released.
' and must exciting cl tne
Two keepers and a policeseries to far. Kauffman,
by
Troop H. of the Fifth United man were killed and several police- BANK PRESIDENT HUNT
c. f
4
0 0 3 0 1 drill
Ll Paso had plenty of rooters and
1
3
1
The drill went off men were wounded.
2 0 0 States cavalry.
IS SENT TO PENITENTIARY.
PEACE CONFERENCE NOT
they rooted, which added more ginger Lorlng, r. f
UNION PRINTERS
without a hitch and the way the
to the contest.
Chicago, Sept. 20. W. H. Hunt,
troopers
and horses performed was
Totals
...39 5 8 30 9 5
MEET TILL NEXT YEAR
formerly president
Clifton 6; El Paso 6.
of the defunct
WIN'IN ALBANY
nothing short of marvelous, the ani- NEW YORK INFESTED
Clifton stole this morning's game In
Score by Innings.
bank, was todays senmals
displaying
an
amount
unusual
the tenth inning. They tied It up in
BY PLAGUE OF FLEAS tenced to the penitentiary and ordered
12345G789 101 6 of intelligence and the men showing
"e Ainany, in. i sept. 20. After a the eighth by a spasm of good luck. Clifton
v"' ocvl- to pay a fine of $298. The charge was
0
.
the
good
of
result
training.
The
crowd
uoa um yev oeeu in- 'k ouiauon the strike of union ana men mcnea the winning run In El Paso
Hunt will be required
0
gave
New York, Sept. 20. The excessive embezzlement.
the troopers plenty of applause.
formed that Russia is now willing to printers for an eight hour day ended tne tentn lnnn8- - With two men out,
to serve from one to three years.
humidity
Summary.
summer
of
this
has
been
The
Charley
Indian
Dances.
Daniels sprinted from first to
pioceea to tne second peace confer- - with the yielding of all employers. All
highly
to the Increase In the
Earned Runs Clifton 1; El Faso 1.
on a long fiy by Sears Into the
Chief John Wetherill and his band number favorable
An Interesting Test.
enre at The Hague, which was sug- - have signed the agreement, which homegarden.
of mosquitoes, and fleas have
Three
Meyers.
Base
Hits
left
of Navajo bucks furnished good sport. become an
Harry
Jacoby
misjudged
Philadelphia. Sept. 20. Members of
In Greater
pest
unbearable
gested to the powers signatory to The takes effect January 1 of next year.
Meyers.
Passed
Balls
the ball, and Sears took three sacks.
The Indians gave two dances around New
and its suburbs, 'ine other the sporting fraternity here as well
Hague convention, by Secretary Hay,'
Weldman retired the side by fanning offBases on Balls Off Weldman 4; fires built in the middle of the street night York
a
policeman
the Congre- as In other parts of the country are
1.
O'Brien
Quigley. El Paso made a worthy efby direction of President Roosevelt,
and it was with great difficulty that gational church In passing
Injunction Granted in Springfield.
Mount Vernon no looking forward with great interest
by
Hit
Ball
Pitched
Loring,
Sears.
me crowns couiu tie Kent back, so
December 16. last, but It is disposed
n Prlze "Knt liween George
Springfield, Ohio, Sept. 20. An in- - fort in the last half of the tenth, and
0)P,,-- 1,
light in the building. Sus-'tgot off with Jacoby
anlous were they to 8P the show. ticed a dim
and Tommy Murphy, which la to
first. beckr B, nTTi y, U lmaD 9' We'8' Th
th.oughion
burglars,
cUtnbed
he
granted
LatcheTL VK. !
the Crowe.l ine Miners tightenedwalkingtheto inner
Jl'"ton
in,tinn
.u
rC
come off here tonight. Dixon Is a col-ud
Left on bases-Cli- fton
13; El Paso ,)est that have ever attended and tak- - a window and found on a cot in the o;ed
tive. It is improbable that the second 1 ubIisnlnS company here today to pre-- ; girdle, and retired the side by giving
boxer and for many years was
room, sound asleep, the Rev. Wm.
back
en part In a territorial fair. Thev ner- - I). Allis, pastor of
conference will meet before next year. vent union printers from stopping wond base three putouts on diamond
the champion feather-weigh- t
exof the
church,
who
the
form and that without any wrangling plained that on his return fron his world. The remarkable feature of th
.strike breakers as they entered the balls' 11 a8 a snappy finish. It took LAS VEGAS CELEBRATING
or delay.
pitchers to do it, but Clifton won.
company's plant. More than fifty two
vacation that, day he had found his fight is that Murphy, who is a HarMEETING OF EVAN- score b to 6. o Brien succeeded Weis
home so full of fleas that It was im- lem pugilist, is young enough to e
ITS DAY IN GREAT STYLE
strike breakers have been caught by becker in the sixth
SMiTA FE HORSE EASILY
Inning.
Dixon's son. Dixon has not appeared
possible for him to sleep there.
GELISTi IN ROCHESTER pickets and placed on
in the ring for many years and his
trains for other
Clifton.
Today was Las Vegas day and an
WINS THE 2:11 PACE RIVER
reappearance at this time is more a
ab
Cltles- lb HO
A elash over the injunction
OVER BOTTOMS AND
'
Daniels, c. f
Rochester. N. Y., Sept. 20 net ween is t3pected tonight.
nlat,er of necessity than of choice.
I 1
excursion from the Meadow City,
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arrived
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Fe
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horse,
1
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see
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It
line.
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day
that
that
20.
tho
nicago,
celeproperly
A
plea In abate-in- Williams, ). f
tendance w! i n the quad; lennlal meet- uegree me sirengin,
lu
""
brated. Kvery Meadowite was wear worth $1,000, in three straight heats, th,. voter will l.eiin t, ln,.,lfl tr.nltu endurance
of the synod was called to order nnt was filed today by the packers Quilling, 3 b
agility which made
and
having
after
Inst
in
finished
the
twen-in
first
l
vicinity
ing
big
a
Charles,
of
St.
the
yellow
lnfl",',l
button,
the United States court I)antiehaiier, r. f.
"Vamos to
at Salem church this morning. This
so famous during his active caVegas," and the way they (list ril.tited heat, which went to Shecam. the Amiles northwest, the Missouri him
meeting is the most important gath- - n tho carge of conspiring to
reer years ago. It will depend upon
eisnocKer, s. s.,
lbuquerque
entry.
10
odds
The
were
twenty-covers
river
!
bottoms
fair
the
for
matter
at
this
the
meat industry. The plea
afternoon
Traction
held by the German Evangel-noI)0l'the showing he will make in the fight
park was a caution. Kvcrybody is to 1 on Selden Welkes tin- first and two miles and is two wiles wide, j tonight,
not s'U'Ix'rted by affidavits,
ical church in the western hemi-- ,
Totals
.43 0 8 20 1G 4 now
whether It will be jKisslble
but
heats,
second
when
bookies
the
crops
low
All
growing
on
are
the
boosting
lands
for
tho Northern New saw how
sphere. It consists of one minister;
..
for him to pick up other engagements.
the
second
finished
heat
150
About.
ruined.
been
Mexico
families
have
fair,
which
be
will
held at
to every twelve In the synod and one
The fight tonight will be for five or
I.as Vegas next week commencing they quickly chalked up odds against driven from their homes.
lay delegate to every twenty or thirty
six rounds, with a fair division of the
the Santa Fo entry, making it a deM ondny.
member in a congregation.
NATAL DAY
puise.
EMINENT PHILANTHROPIST
Today's attendance Is the largest of cided favorite.
According t,i tho program there will
There
were
in
PAYS
four
the
DEBT.
NATURE'S
entries
any
yet
day
and tho Indications are
be sessions of the synod every mornMasonic Gathering in Columbus.
London, Sept. 20. Dr. Thomas John
that tomorrow will seo tho greatest race: Monkey Mack, owner Charles
ing ntid afternoon and every evening
Columbus, Ga., St pt. 2o. The anCole,
Vegns; Cricket, owner F. R. llarnardo, the founder and director of
ever
crowd
in
attendance upon an an- Girardin,
during the convention there will be
AND
nual,
convention of the Masons of the
I.as Vegas; Selden Wilkes, philanthropic
by which
institutions
nual fair. This morning's trains from
religious services at Salem chfirch.
Fourth
&5,Oiio orphan waifs have
district of Georgia met here
owner
over
Charles
Closson,
Santa
Fe,
bTcn
and
the
south
were
and
west
filled with
On Sunday tlicro will le two services
this
with a large attendafternoon
trained,
and
night,
died
tescued
last
Rome,
fair
Sept.
visitors
2o.
at
anniversary
and the crowd
The
in that church, and some of the most
the ball
(lone, when disturbances
ance, representing every lodge In the
(Continued
broke
on
out
page
a
four.)
short
Illness.
after
game
Is
of
entry
immense,
this
the
of
af'ernoon
tho Italian troops into in the Pupal state,
prominent ministers of the church
it
finally com- looks as If everyone made an
district. Tht re were short welcoming
Rome on September 2, lis'o, was cel- pelled King Victor which
effort to
will deliver the sermons.
Kin a nil el to send turn
addresses and refinonses by Grand
today and help I.as Vegas
out
ebrated today throughout the country. troops there tor the purpose
Master Max Meyerhardt, of Rome;
of pre- celebrate its day at the fair.
day was generally observed as a serving order. He did not
The
Deputy Gram! Master Thomas II.
NEW YORK IS SHORT
wish to ocTomorrow will see the greatest atI holiday,
particularly
in this city, cupy Rome, but the Inhabitants
Jeffries,
of Atlanta, and distinguished
of
the
program.
tendance
and
best
where
the celebration was on a large city themselves demanded it
The ball
Masons from other states.
In the
ON SCHOOL ROOMS and brilliant
on
and
game
In
Clifafternoon
the
hetween
scale. The whole city September 20 the Italian troops, unafternoon session there will be some
ton and Albuquerque will be the ban
was profusely decorati d with flags der General Cadorna,
exemplification work In the first and
entered Rome.
w York. Sept. 20.
When Mayor and bunting and the streets were A
one of the Tair and there will not
degrees, ami at the evening'
short time after that they also oc- ner
second
i llan became chief magistri' j of
person
a
who
be
ml
maklnsr
will
the
crowded all day w't'u crowds in fest- cupied the
session Grand Master Meyerhardt will
:er New Voik. he made the
ive attire. A iMlitary parade, baud the Vatican Keonlne City, to protect trip to Traction park. The postofflce
deliver the principal address. There
from riotous mobs. The will observe Sunday hours, tho banks
Easton, Pa., Sept. 20. The annual Alex. McDowell and others.
that he wot'. I jet to It concerts in all parts of the town and
Another business section will be will also be some exemplification work
under hU administ.a ion enough general Jollifications constituted the occupation of the Vatican precincts will close all day and most of the convention of the Pennsylvania state
accordance with a request of stores
tomorrow morning. This after- In the third degree.
houses should be built to
noon In order that Albuquer- league cif Republican
program of the day. The mayor held was In
clubs opened held
Vatican authorities and really que dayatmay be celebrated
noon
will be devoted to trolley parthe large number of school a reception and, as usual, offered the the
on
elaban
here this morning at Abie's opera ties, visits
to the works of the Beth- BARON KOMURA IS
cuiiun n unable to receive proper .congratulations of the municipality to contrary to the instructions which orate scale.
CONSTANTLY IMPROVING.
house.
A
Several hundred delegates, lehem Steel company, the stone quarschooling, owing to the. lack of school the king, who answered to the mun- General Cadorna bad received.
representing nearly every Republican ries at Bangor, tho cement plants at
New York, Sept. 20 Baron Kom-uraccommodations. But it has not been icipal delegation in a few well chosen week after the occupation the popula- LAST NIGHT'S ATTENDANCE
club in the state, were in attendance. Nazareth and tho fair at Allentown.
though still confined to nis apartdone. According to a careful esti- words. In the evening there were a tion of the Papal states gave an overmate, fully &n,nei to 70,000 school gala corso and fireworks to celebrate whelming vote in favor of becoming
WAS THE LARGEST YET The delegates were welcomed by the The headquarters of the league are at ments, continues to improve steadily.
mayor
part
of the Italian kingdom. Although
of Kaston and President John the United States hotel.
children have Uvn deprived of a full hte day.
R. Wiggins responded.
government had not intended to
day's tuition at the beginning of the
After he had
FARMINGTON NOW HAS
Nominations Are Made.
The 2nth of September is to the the
largest
any
night
The
of
durcrowd
delivered his annual address, the conThe convention adopted a platform
school term. By next spring '.he sit- Italians what the Fourth of July is to Include the leonine city in the union, ing
we,
k
night
Mm
the
was
nut
RAILROAD CONNECTIONS
proceeded
and vention
to the transaction declaring the Civic party had been
uation will be somewhat better, but Americans, what the Hth of July is to the inhabitants of that part of Rome
voluntarily voted in favor of the un- the way it celebrated made Railroad of the customary routine business.
It is safe to say that even tens of France.
redemption
formed
city
of
for
tho
the
It marks the anniversary of ion and the Leonine city was incor- avenue look like the board walk at
I here will be
another short business from tb control of corrupt and crimthousands of children will be com- one of the most eventful
rv
days In the porated In the kingdom.
Atlantic City. Kvervnu
hail some session in the afternoon, and In the inal conspirators calling themselves
pelled to remain on the half time history of the country,
The track of the Denver ft
occupation
the
sort
makit.g
a
evening
of
the
racket
state campaign will be republicans, and that It invited the
contrivance
schedule.
Rio Grande
railroad was laid
f Rome by the Italian troops.
New York, Sept. 2". Tin- Italian and the booths handling these things opened wan a mass meeting at the Bupport of all good citizens,
From
into Farmington at four minu .s
whout
184! to 1870 Rome was the capital of citizens and Palo Aineric ans of thiH done a
opera
house,
which
din
will
office
land
The
addressed regard to paity ties.
MATTRESS MAKERS STRIKE
after 10 o'clock Tuesday morn- the Papal state and a French army of city today joined in a grand celebra- was something fierce, but there was by prominent republicans, beamong
The following nominations
them
lug. On Monday the regular
were
FOR TEN PER CENT RAISE. occupation was located there, nomintion of the anniversary of the cut rv of very little rowdyism and the presence being Senator John H. Foiaker, of made: Sheriff, Wilson 11. Brown;
trains will commence to make
New York, Sept. 20
A strike 'aas ally to preserve the temporal sovertroops in Rome. There were of the otticeis kept! this in check.
Italian
,1.
Ohio;
Hon.
Hampton
the
Moore, coroner, J. M. Jermon; city commisthe trip from Durjh.io to Fartn- In en ordered l,y the .'iiu
MakeiS' eignty of the pope. When the Fran- picnics, excursions, and meetings wit h
first event on the program was president of the National league of sioners, Rudolph Illankenburg and K.
Ington. People are greatly elated
union for a V)
cent increase In co Prussian war began France was addresses, music ami singing and a theThe
7 "n o'clock.
Republican
clubs;
at
band
concert
At
Hon.
B. Anderson; Judge of common
the
Sid
pleas
wages. Forty-fivand excited over the advent of
shops, employing compelled to withdraw Its troops from general suspension of all business in
o'clock the fire alarm sounded anil Redding, treasurer of the national court, Craig Riddle; judge of orphans'
Sou men and women are affected.
the steel rails.
7
auu iiiBi uaij Bctticeiy Iueeu the Italian quarter of the city.
there was silence, save for the clang league of Republican clubs; the Hou. court, Morris Dallett.
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TOPICS

RATON'8 LARGE
THEATER NOW OPEN.
Seaberg's Coliseum Garden theater
was dedicated at Raton Saturday
night by a grand concert. It is the
largest theater In the southwest. The
tae is 40x70 feet and the seating capacity of more than 5,000. Standing
room was in demand last Saturday
night.
Can You Eat?
J. B. Taylsr, a prominent merchant
of Chriesman, Texas, says: "I could
not eat because of a weak stomach. I
lost all strength and ran down In
weight. All that money could do was
done, but all hope of recovery vanished.
Hearing of some wonderful
enres effected by Kodol Dyspepsia
Cure, 1 concluded to try it. The first
bottle benefitted me, and after taking
four bottles, I am restored to my usual strength, wealth and health." Kodol Dyspepsia Cure digests what you
cat and cures. Sold by all druggists.
KILLING REPORTED
FROM HOPEWELL.
George Ferris was killed at Hone'
well, Rio Arriba county, yesterday, by
the caving in of a cut in which he
was working on the King WI11:am
placer claims. Details of the accident
are lacking.

Like Finding Money.
Finding health Is like finding money
so think those who are sick. When
you have a cough, cold, Bore throat, or
chest Irritation, better act promptly
like W .C. Barber, of Sandy Level, Va.
He says: "I had a terrible chest trouble, caused by smoke and coal dust on
my lungs; but, after finding no relief
In other remedies, I was cured by Dr.
King's New Discovery for Consumption, Coughs and Colds." Greatest sale
of any cough or lung medicine in the
world. At ail druggists; 50 cand $1.00;
guaranteed. Trial bottle free.
WYETT ROOMING HOUSE
BURNED AT ALAMOGORDO.
Saturday morning at 4 o'clock the
Wyett rooming house at Alamogordo
was discovered to be on fire and the
building and contents were entirely
destroyed. The loss is only partially
covered by Insurance.
No Unpleasant Effects.
you ever took De Witt's

If
Little
Early Risers for biliousness or constipation you know what pill pleasure Is.
These famous little pills cleanse the
liver and rid the system of all bile
without producing unpleasant effects.
8oId by all druggists.
TWO ACCIDENTS

IN
MORA COUNTY.

Ramon Salz and bis son, Andres,
at Sanchez, Mora
county, last week. They were working In an old well and were overcome
by foul air and gaaes and asphyxiated, death resulting.
Near Roy, More county last week,
Modesto Andrada. aged 12 vears
while attempting to Jump across a
guny, was thrown to the bottom and
a rock fell on his head, crushing the
skull. The boy was otherwise bruised
and had one leg broken. He has a
light chance of recovery.

lost their lives

ANOTHER SCHOOL HOUSE
EVIDENCES IMPROVEMENT.
The Raton Range is authority for
the statement that P. I.. Lucas made
a trip last week to Dawson to attend
to niatteis relating to the opening of
the city schools there, which he will
superintend during the coming term.
Mr. Lucas says that an elegant school
building has just been finished there,
costing about 7,Ouo, including fixatures and furniture equipment. A little more time was needed to fit the
seats, but it was thought that school
could bo opened Wednesday morning.
FORMING

A LEAGUE

IS

ADMIRED,
EVEN IN SMALL TOWN.

PROFESSIONAL

Fifty Years iha Standard

FOR

JOINT STATEHOOD.
A movement has been set on foot
at Carlsbad to organize a branch of
the Joint statehood league. The work
of organization Is in charge of Judge
A. A. Freeman an I John L. Emerson,
and already a large number of voters
have signed the list, and the indications are that Carlsbad will 'nave one
of the largest leagues In the territory.
As soon as sufficient names are secured a meeting will beheld. the
lea-guorganized and office-elected.
s

FAIR AT DALHART

EXPLOITS PANHANDLE.
The agricultural and boitlcutturai
exhibit was from Dallam, Hartley,
Sherman and Pauley counties, representing the dryest part of the northwest Panhandle, Texas, says the Clayton Enterprise.
There was an exhibition from various iarts of the country, and several
eihlblts produced

CTTl ZHN

CARDS

DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT.
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and IB Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry (foods Company.
Both phones. Appointments made by

phone t35. Office
West Gold Ave.

Automatic

76
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THIRD STREET

ei

Moat Market

Judge Wm. J. Gaynor has been
asked by the fuslonlsts of New York
to run for mayor of New York against
Mayor
Tammanylte, the
TWO
RACES
FRATERNIZE FOR Citizens' McClellan,
only not agreeing. He
FIRST TIME ON ANNIVERSARY will give union
an answer in a few days.
OF MEXICAN REPUBLIC.
Judge Wm. J. Gaynor was elected
to the bench in Brooklyn by the reA special from Roswell, dated Seppublicans and Independent democrats
antember 16, says: The ninety-fiftniversary of the republic of Mexico
was celebrated here today and the
demonstrations were remaikable in
that the strict social line between the
Mexicans and the Americans here was
withdrawn, and Americans danced
with senorltas and American girls
danced with Mexican men.
The celebration started last night,
by
and the meeting was addressed
Prof. J. B. Blea, regent chief of the
Mexican fraternal union, and director
of the Mexican patriotic association,
the
and the man who represented
typical American-Mexicaat the international gathering of the Salvation
army in London. He first addressed
the immense crowd in Spanish and
then in English.
The American and Mexican flags
were hoisted together, saluted by
twenty-twguns, and hurrahs for the
two immortal fathers of their countries, George Washington and Miguel
Hidalgoy Costilla, were given.
The Mexican Declaration of Independence was read, after which bells
were rung and cannons fired. Tfiere
WM. J. GAYNOR.
was a big free, barbecue at 1:30 p m.
The address of the day was by lr. in 1893. A few years later he declined
Charles E. Lukens, pastor of the the democratic nomination for govFirst Ptesbyterian church. MlssChrls-ten- a ernor, for Judge of the court of apHernandez, who Is considered peals, and for mayor of Brooklyn.
the most beautiful senorita In New
He has always been a democrat, but
Mexico, was the "Queen of Liberty," has not hesitated to attack dishonesty
and addressed the throng of all na- in office wherever he found it. Before
tions, except Chinese and negroes, on he ascended to the bench, Judge Gayliberty.
nor became nationally known for his
The base ball game between the work in breaking up the rings In the
Dexter Americans and Roswell Mexi- democratic party and his action in secans resulted in a victory for the curing the conviction of John Y. Kane
Mexicans, the score being 4 to 3. The for election fraudB. He was born In
open air ball and carnival will last Oneida county, New York, In 1851, and
all night and thla will conclu'de the went to Brooklyn in 1873.
ceremonies. The feeling here between
the two races Is very friendly now.
ORDINANCE NO. 299.

MEXICANS CELEBRATE
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LAY CORNER

STONE

FOR NEW CHURCH

An Ordinance Establishing the Fire
Limits In the City of Albuquerque, New Mexico.

INTERHOLD
PRESBYTERIANS
ESTING EXERCISES IN HONOR Be It ordained by the City Council of
OF EVENT LARGE CROWD WAS
the City of Albuquerque, New Mexico:
PRESENT.
Section 1. That Section 124 of the
4
Yesterday afternoon at o'clock the Complied Ordinances of the CHy of
corner stone for the handsome new Albuquerque, New Mexico, be amendchurch edifice to be erected by the ed by fixing the following as the
Presbyterians in this city, was laid boundaries for the fire limits in lieu
with Impressive ceremonies. The cor- of the boundaries for said fi'e limits
ner Btone bears various inscriptions as now established:
Beginning at
and the cutting Is an artistic piece of the Intersection
of the center of
work. It was placed In position In South First Btreet and the center of
the northwest corner of the founda- Stover avenue, thence running west
along the center line of Stover avetion of the church.
The services opened at 4 o'c'ock nue to the center of Second street,
with a hymn. A platform had been thence along the ?e.Ucr Li e cf Secerected for the occasion and on the ond street to the center of Coal aveplatform had been placed an organ nue, thence west along the center
The lire of Second street to the comer of
and chairs for the speakers.
hymn was sung by a chorus composed Coal avenue, thence west along the
center line of Coal avenue to the cenof young ladies.
'
Mrs. F. B. Schwentker rendered a ter of Third street, thence north along
beautiful solo, which was followed by the center line of Third street to the
the reading of the ritual and the lay- center of Silver avenue, thence west
ing of the corner stone by Rev. R. M. along the center line of Silver avenue
Craig, formerly of this city, but now to the center of Sixth street, thenre
in charge
of Presbyterian mission north along the center line of Sixth
schools throughout the United States. street to the center of Gold atrenue,
After the laying of the corner stone thence along the ceater line of (io:d
brief addresses were delivered by the avenue to the center of Eighth street,
pastor, Rev. Cooper and Rev. R. M. thence along the center lino of Eights
Craig.
street to the center of Tijer&s avenue,
The services closed with the sing- thence east along the center line o?
ing of a hymn, entitled, "How Firm a Tijeras avenue to the center of Sixth
Foundation," and the pronouncing of street, thence north along the center
line of Sixth Btreet to the center of
the benediction.
A large crowd attended the services, Roma avenue, thence east along the
center line of Roma avenue to the
which were very successful.
center of Third Btreet, thence norlti
PHYSICIAN
HONEST
along the center line of Third street
to the center of Roma avenue, thence
Works With Himself First.
east along the center line of Roma
It Is a mistake to assume that phy- avenue to the
center of First street,
sicians are always skeptical as to the thence north along the center
line of
curative properties of anything else First street to the center of Granite
than drugs.
avenue,
east along the center
Indeed, the best doctors are those line of thence
Granite avenue, to the said
who seek to heal with as little use of center line of Granite avenue
extenddrugs as possible and by the use of ed to a point one hundred and
fifty
correct food and drink. A physician (150) feet east of the Atchison,
writes from California to tell bow he
& Santa Fe Railway Company's
made a well man of himself with na- right of way, thence south parallel
s,
ture's remedy:
with the east line of the said Atchison,
"Before I came from Europe, where Topeka
& Santa
Fe Railway ComI was born," be says, "it was my cuspany's right of way to the center of
tom to take coffee with milk Icufe an Tijeras avenue,
thence east along the
lail) with my morning meal, a small
line of TijerajJ aveuuo to the
cup (cafe noir- after my dinner and center
center of Broadway, thence south
two or three additional small cups at along the center lino of Broadway to
my club during the evening.
the center of Gold avenue, thence west
"In time nervous symptoms devel- along the center lino of Gold avenue
oped, with pains In the cardiac region, to the center of John street, or the
and accompanied by great depression Acequia Madre do Harelas, thence
of spirits, despondency In brief, "the south along the cente r line of John
blues!" I at first tried medicines, but street,
or the aforesaid Acequia
got no relief and at last realized that Madre de Harelas, to the center of
all my troubles were caused by cof- Iron avenue, thence west along the
fee. I thereupon quit Its use forth- center line of I:on avenue to the cenwith, substituting l"ng ish Breakfast ter of First street, thence south alonog
Tea.
the center line of Hl'irst street to the
"The tea seemed to help me at first, center of Stover avenue, the place of
but In time the old distressng sympbeginning.
toms returned, and I quit it also, and
Section 2. All ordinances and parts
tried to use milk for mv table bever- of ordinances in conflict herewith are
age. This I was compelled, however, hereby repealed.
to abandon speedily, for while it reDuly parsed this ISth day of Seplieved the nervousness somewhat, It tember, r.ios.
brought on constipation. Then by a
App;ovtd:
FRANK McKEE.
happy inspiration. I was led to try the
(At st)
Mavor.
Postum Food Coffee. This was some
HARRY F. LEE,
months ago and I still use It. I am no
(Seal)
City Clerk.
longer nervous, nor do I suffer from
the pains about the heart, while my There are other WRITING IN SIGHT
TYPEWRITERS.
'blues' have left me and life U bright
to me once more. I know that leav- Hut the L. C. .SMITH UliiiS. by FAR
ing off coffee and using Postum heal- excels them all. Then It has a TABed tne. and I make it a rule to advise ULATOR and MIMEOGRAPH attachCorrbv patients to use it." Name given ment, without extra charge.
espondence
solicited. N. W. Alger,
by Postum O)., Battle Creek, Mb h.
general agent, 124 South Walter St.
There's a reason.
To-pek- a
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Montezuma Trust Co
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

4

Capital and Surplus

Lily

Smoke the White

JOE RICHARDS
113

Cigar.

CIGARS

it

--

W. Railroad Avenue.

2

$100,000

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

-.

The Clayton Enterprise pays that
Reaver City lias under construction a
. Bryan.
cotton Kin. About the next thing we Katte frcm pura crcsm of
H. W.
Albuquerque,
suppose the enterprising little city
ATTORN
tartar
N.
If.
derived
Bank bullet
First
from
national
will have will be a saw mill. Unless
grapes. ins office.
circumstances have changed wonderMice bakinci rowoen cc- E. W. Dobson.
fully In the last few months, the coun
CMICAC.C.
Office
ATTORNEY
Crom
try looked about as much cottonless
k
well block, Alhu lerque. N. M
as It did timherless. Still, we admire
jonn H. Stlngie.
the nerve of the citizens.
FUSION CANDIDATE FOR
W , Hulta 1, N. T.
ATTORN K
MAYOR OF NEW YORK. Armljo building, Albuquerque.
N. M.
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BANK INSTITUTIONS

208 "a

Edmund J. Alger, 6. U S
Office bourt
No. St
Iwuroii'l
:30 a. m. to U':i:) p. rn.; 1:30 p. m. to t
p. m.
46i Appointment
mad
bjr mall.
All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats.
Steam Sausage Factory.
LAWYERS.
EMIS KLEINWORT,
Bernard 8. Rodey.
Masonic Building, North Third Street.
Albuquprqu.
ATTORN li
N. M. I'rempt attention given to all
business penMlnlna; to the. profession.
B. A. SLEYSTER
of the terriWill practice In ai! court
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
tory and bifnre tbe United Btatei land
NOTARY PUBLIC.
omen.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Ira M. Bond.
32 F Btreet, N.
ATTORN
Automatic Telephone, 174.
W Washington, u.
I'eiilonii, lamia,
patents, copyrights, cavlata, letter patents, trade marka. claims.

(fSm

II

REAL ESTATE DEALERS

avt-nu- e

:

WEDNESDAY, SEPT, 20, 1905.

PEACH & CO.

N

mall.

ar natifraor ui AMERICANS HELP THE

Ml vamtttancas ahaaM aa
adrlraani iu
Canaan PiriLiaaiNa Company. Drafts.

TERRITORIAL

Attacked by a Mob.
and beaten, in ft labor riot, until covered with sores, a Chicago street car
conductor applied Rticklcn's Arnica
Salvo, and was soon sound and well.
"I use It In my family," writes O. J.
Wclrh. of Tekonslia, Mich., "and find
It perfect." Simply great for cuts nnd
burns. Only 25 cents at all druggist.
NERVE

OF SUBSCRIPTION:

etn jraar in advanea ......
aaail. ona month

only a few miles from Palhart as fine
specimens of corn of different vatic
tics as wo i vit naw In llio best corn
countries of tin- - United Staffs. Tin
of
oxhllilt of (Ho or six varieties
wheat. sev imI varieii.s of oats, anil
the samples of rye, hurley, two kinds
of iilot, Kaflir corn and tnilo maize
would have been a r: id it to any ciuin- Iry. We also saw splendid apples
p'nnis of ninny
pom lies, pears and
varieties, all grown in the surround
ing country.

KVKN1NG

l

X

WITH AMPLE MEANS
FACILITIES

AND UNSURPA8SED

PIONEER BAKERY

Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
ARCHITECTS.
We desire patronage and we guar
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling-ford- , antee first class baking.
Albuquerque.
rooms
Barnett building. 207 S. First Street.
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
CIVIL ENGINEERS.
PAINTS,. OILS,. VARNISHES. AND
D. F. MACROLLING,
Civil engineering, surveying and
BRUSHES
drafting.
503 South Third street.
Palmetto Roof Paint Stops all leaks.
One gallon Devoe's Paint Covers
CONTRACTOR & BUILDER.
Three hundred square feet two coats.
A. L. Morgan.
Leather, Harness, Saddles, Etc
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
RAILROAD
AVENUE
AND BLTI I. DHH Estimates cheerfully 409 WEST
furnished; Job work sollcted. Automatic
'phone 724; shop 911 North Second street,
1882
Established in

THE

BALLING,

SIMON

OF

BANK

COMMERCE

OF

ALBUQUERQUE,

N.

M.

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMODATION
SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, 1160,000.00

AND

46-4-

Thos. F. Kcleher

Albuquerque,

N. M.

Fm

PHYSICIANS.

Room

Ilillsboro

Physician.
w hltlnt; Block

FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA FE RAILWAY

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeka

CORBET & COLLINS,
Civil and Mining Engineers.
United
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
ASSAYERS.
East side of Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
NOTICE.
The Albuquerque
Planing
mill
changed hands on September 1. W
H. Hull and A. J. Ixive, both well
known citizens of Albuquerque, represent the pew firm.
Don't wait for an explosion
with gas the humane way.

The State

A. E. WALKER,
riRE
INSURANCE.

out your work promptly. Our motto:
"No work, no pay we all work."

CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

occoca55caCaOcScx3ca5cx5ca5

Strictly

Confidential.

WELCOME
are invited to the Cash Buyers' union to attend their immense
sale of Clothing, Hats, Shoes, Underwear, Blankets,
Comforts, Outing
Flannels, Crockery, Enamelware, Tinware, Cutlery, Glassware and Groceries.
Special bargains
during fair
week. Cash Buyers' Union Store, 22
North Second street, Wm. DolUe proprietor.
Y'ou

O. N. MARRON, President.
J. B. HERNDON, Cashier.

Successors to Edwards & Fuehr
307 West Railroad Men He.
Bifb 'Pbones.

Day

The Standard Plumbing & Heating Co.
I. H. COX, Manager.
Iron Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam and
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room fixtures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.
Colo. 'Phone, 234.
412 W. Railroad Ave.
Auto. 'Phone, 671.

$25

Second Class Colonist Rates

Sept. 15 to Oct. 31
Stopovers allowed In California. For particulars, call
on any agent.
H. S. LUTZ,
.1. J. BYRNE,
Agent.
(1. P. A., lxis Angeles, Cal.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
TRY OUR
FRESH MEATS AND SAUSAGES
A Spec ially Fine Line

W. Gold

MARKET

Avenue

N. T. Armljo Building.

17,

City Market
John

L.

0
0

?,

PUTNEY

WHOLESALE GROCER
Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERUE, N. M.

RAILROAD AVENUE

0

CEMENT SIDEWALKS

Laughlin Hydraulic Stone Company

Only thm

B0ft

Meats, Butter and Eggs
109 North Second St.
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES
Horses and Mules bought and exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenues.
JEMEZ HOT

AUTOMATIC

SPRINGS

PHONE 711.

004K000C00C
00000i0000
GIRLS!
GIRLS!

o

MIDNIGHT LUNCH

I

After the show, or after cards; in fact, after any entertainment,
a host can smile and say: "Let's have a little lunch," bouillon,
rarebit, chocolate or any of those delicious dainties that can be
prepared on a gas range, without changing your gown. You
can do this If you have a gas range.

$

i GIRLS!

Abbott, Prop.

See the Gas Man, Fourth and Gold Ave.

otoooocooc

oo 000Ot000K

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE
SANTA

FE,

N. M.

STAGE LINE

Carries the United States mail; only

lino w ith a change of stock enroute;
Both Phones. good rigs, horses and drivers; leaves

See the window display of the Rio
Grande Woolen Mills at the Globe
store, then ask for those $3.50 walking Bklrts.

0

We are now prepared to figure on cement walks. We use first class
material and employ competent workmen, which Justifies us in givOur prices will compare favoiably
ing you a positive guarantee.
with responsible competition.

Room

California

0

ESTABLISHED 1878

"OLD RELIABLE"

B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
oco:xxxxxxxx)oooooooooooo
XIIXXXXIXIIIXXXXIIIXIIIIIT
H
H

0

tO0000COt 000OtKt00)Ot)00

0

or Night

REDUCED PRICE'S
Plates, 18.00;
On Dental Work.
Gold Crowns, $6.00; Fillings, $1.00
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
50c. All guaranteed.

0
D. A. McPHERSON, Vice President.
ROY McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.

OtOtxDOtOOtOOSOOI

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Ths Fitehr Undertaking Company

$100,000.00
$250,000.00

We have had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, vwe should like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.

TOTI A GRADI

Business

Bank

OF ALBUQUERQUE

Secretary Mutual Building Association. Office at J. C Baldrldge'g Lumber yard.

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
cook
NORTH THIRD STREET.

papa Dought a

National

CO.

TYPEWRITINGS
GO TO THE ALBUQUERQUE PLANh SHORTHAND and
M
S.
S.
PEARLSTINE
H
ING MILL
M
When you want any mill work done. H
212a South Second street
We don't keep you waiting. We get H
Auto Phone, 328.
m

1!07

Santa Fe Railway Company

EN

HA

y

UNION

&

$300,000.00
$250,000.00

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.

RANKIN

M

President

Vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

U. S. DEPOSITORY.

-

g

BANK

Officers and Directors.
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McK.EE
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

Creamery Butter Best on
Earth.

Mrs. Alice Coburn Hayward, clalr
voyant and business medium, 120
Office and Factory
South Arno street. Office hours: 10
412 WEST COPPER AVENUE.
to I daily. Evenings and Sundays by
Albuquerque, N. M.
appointment.
FALL TERM.
Phones, Auto. 108; Colo., Black 265.
X X- X X X X X X X
Albuquerque Business College Opens X- -X
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Courses Bookkeeping and Penman&
ship, Shorthand, Typewriting,
English, Spanish, and Mechanical Draw- FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE,
LOANS
ing.
DAY AND EVENING 8ESSION.
Automatic phone 451.
For particulars call or address
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.
G. 8. RAMSAY, Pres.
R. O. 8TOLL, Secretary.
Library building, East Railroad ave- CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO
HAY, GRAIN AND FEED
nue.
Wholesale and Retail
ROSA FUTRELLE GIDEON,
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
Teacher of Piano.
J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
Commercial Club building, Albuquer- C02 South First Street Both Phones
que, after September 24.
ASSAYERS.

$25

O. E. CROMWELL

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Dr. Blott, mTr. C. V. S.
Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery.
surgeon and dentist
Veterinary
214 South Second Street.
Horses, cattle and doga treated by
the latest, up to date, approved, sci-x
xx
x x x x x x x-- A.
entific methods. Office at Trimbles'
stables.
Old phone, S; auto., 122.
IV.
YD

"Mother was lucky"
gas range.

Asst. Cashier:
george
arnot

solomon luna

A. M. BLACKWELL

FIRST NATIONAL

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

VETERINARY.

CLAIRVOYANT.

wm. Mcintosh

C. BALDRIDGE

DEPOSITORY

agents for Casino Canned Goods,
Jas. Heekin & Co.'s Coffees, Im- boden's Granite Flour.

Sole

Homeopathic

J.

G. PRATT & CO.

C. H. Conner, M. D., D. O.
Osteopathic physician and surgeon.
President New Mexico Board of Osteopathy.
All
diseases
successfully
treated. Offllce Barnett building
Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele
phones. Sundays by appointment.
Dr. J. E. Bronson.
17.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
80LOMON LUNA, President;
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier; W. J. Johnson,

Albhiuerque every Tuesday and Sat
urday at 5 a. m. For particulars, aa
dress W. U Trimble & Co., agents,
Alhuquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, pro
prietor, Perea, New Mexico.
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2,000,000 Wotth of Building Improvements Since January

PrST ajN

-

1st, 19Q5

Greater Albuquerque The

Queen City of the Southwest. Estimated Population in
191040,000. The same Chance Early Buyers had in Denver, Los Angeles, Seattle, Etc.

15Q Beautiful

SO-Fo-

Residence Lots in the Eastern Addition Highlands '

ot

Above the City SmokeLevel, and Suitable for Immediate Building Purposes

SjilOO,

$15G. Q2QO A LOTQ1Q Down, Balance Payable $1.QO per week or
$4.00 per month. Perfect Abstract of Title With Every Sale
ZTY INVESTMENT COMPANY

1

W. H.

ooooooo
0

o o

oooooooo

LOCAL

COME IN AND MAKE YOURSELF AT HOME. SPECIAL PRICES
TO VISITORS. ASK ABOUT THE FREIGHT WE PAY.

EMMONS

J. D.

Successor to Futrelle Furniture Co., Corner Coal Ave. and 2d St.

Railroad Topics
thereto and the acquisition of the
lines of the Southern Pacific company by a line In competition with the
Denver & Rio Grande road, are some
of the reasons assigned for the building of this new and Important transcontinental line.

SANTA FE BRAKEMAN
MURDERED.
dispatch from Raton
A special
gives the particulars of a shocking
tragedy near that city In which
James Morgan, a Santa Fe brakeman.
Tunning between Raton and La Junta,
was murdered. The body of Morgan
was found lying along the Santa Ke
track a short distance out of La
"Junta. He was hastily lenioved to
the hospital, but died soon afterwards.
As "the murdered man had considerable
money on his person when last seen
alive, and his pockets were empty
when he was found, it is presumed the
motive was robbery. Trinidad, La
Junta and Raton officers are keeping
a sharp lookout for the fiend who did
the job.
BRUTALLY

ENGINEER PIPER CRUSHED
IN AN ACCIDENT.
John E. Piper, a veteran engineer
Fe, was seriously
on the Santa
crushed and had a narrow escape
from instant death, in an accident
which occurred at the Santa Fe depot, El Paso, soon after Piper had
brought his train in.
He was caught between the tank
and the baggage car and severely
crushed on the breast and back.
Piper
When found by trainmen,
was unconscious and nearly dead. He
was removed from his perilous position as soon as possible and medical
aid summoned. After being partially
revived he was removed to his hCme
where lie is resting easy and has recovered consciousness.
After he had pulled his train into
the depot. Piper attempted to cut
loose the engine from the train. He
stepped between the tank and the
baggage car and pulled the coupling
and signal was given to the fireman
to go ahead. A chain got tangled up
in the coupling and caused the baggage car to be pulled up against the
tank and Piper was not able to get

m

OF
AMERICA HAS
MILEAGE OF THE WORLD.
ONE-HAL-

F

Consul General Guenther of Frankfort, supplies the following remarkable railroad statistics to the daily consular and trades report:
"According to the most recent German statistics, the length of the railroads of the world was 537,105 miles
on December 31, 1904, of which 270,-38- 6
miles were in America, 187,776 in
Europe, 46,592 in Asia, 15,649 in AfOf
in Australia.
rica, .and 16,702
the mileage of European railroads,
Germany stands
first, 34,016 miles,
followed in their order by Russia,
28,266; Austria-Hungar33.286; France,
24.261;
the United Kingdom,
8.656;
22,592; Italy, 10,025; Spain,
tiweden and Norway, 7,730. The average cost of construction of the European railroads per mile ii estimated
at $107,577, while for the remainder
of the world the estimate is only
59,680. The total value of the railroads of the world, according to
these statistics is $43,tt0i,0O0,000, of
which the European roads figure for
122.000,000.000.
The estimate for roll
ing stock is as follows, in numbers:
passenger
l.lo.ooo;
Locomotives,
coaches, 22a.ooo and freight cars, 3,-- j
000,000.

out

Engineer Piper has been running
an engine on the Santa Fe into El
Paso for twenty years. He has been
an engineer since 1879 and this is the
first time he was ever hurt. He n,ver
has been In a wreck.
SO SOOTHING.
Its Influence Has Been Felt by so
Many Albuquerque Readers.

grief-stricke-

The soothing Influence of relief
After suffering from Itching Piles,
From eczema or any Itchiness of
the skin.
Makes one feel grateful to the rem-

...

edy.

Doan's Ointment has soothed hundreds.
Here's what one Albuquerque citThe annual report of President E. izen says:
inc-tin,
large
T. Jeffery shows
J. H. Cross, of 523 South First
earnings and important expansion of street, employed in tlie Santa Fe
of
the
(
onstrucliou
the system by the
shops, In the mill department, says:
Western Pacific railway.
"Exposure and sitting on damp logs
btirlncss,
net( and cold stones while In the mounITosperity, 'nereis: lg
construction of imiiortant tains some three months aeo brought
earnings,
an; on Itching hemorrhoids.
territory
and
new
luauches into
More comii
in general,! monly they are called piles. While
expansion of the
which will make it a line of para- in it severe or serious they were very
mount inmnrtanpe and influence ill' annoying and I put off doing anything
transcontinental railway affal; R, is to get relief until compelled to. One
the pith of the annual report of E. T. evening I stopped Into the Alvarado
Jeffery, president of the Denver
Pharmacy and asked Mr. Brlggs for
Grande railroad, which had Just something to bring relief. I finally de
public.
been made
cided on Doan s ointment., ine ursi.
The total eruings for the fiscal application practically cured me. I
P.mij,
were
30,
year ending June
have great confidence In this remedy
031,507.33, an increase of $CS5,072.23 for what it did for me. I never used
year.
over the preceding
anything which was so soothing and
The operating expenses were $10,. healing. I recommend it to others
lGK.'.tGO.til, being an increase of
and know tbey will not be disappointand the net earnings wereJUi.-ki- ! ed ia the results if they give It a
R4fi.7. nn increase of $ 474,555. 40. trial."
Olncial announcement is made for
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Foster-MUburthe first time that the Denver & Rio( cents.
Co., buffalo,
ss-terGrande Western tlie iuo uraniie
New York, sole agents for the United
Pacific
Western
new
owns the
States.
railway.
Remember the name Doan s ana
new
line
of
this
52
The construction
take no other.
Francisco
to
City
San
from Salt like
completion
its
certainty,
RAILROAD
TICKETS.
and
is now a
Cut Rates.
within the next three years is confidently expected.
For reduced rates to and from all
coungrow
the
th
go
of
to Paulsens Association
points
The commercial
try, the marvelous richness and de- Railroad
Ticket office. Railroad
coast
great
Pacific
velopment of the
tickets bought, sold and exchanged.
and of the foreign trade tributary
WANTED.
Large grairi sacks, good price.
Wagon will call for them. E. W. Fee,
620 South Second street.
GOOD YEAR FOR THE
DENVER 4. RIO GRANDE.
ase

THERE IS MONEY.
In taking subscriptions to the Four
Track News,
the great illustrated
monthly magazine of travel and education. A quick Keller. Very liberal
te.ms. Large protris. Agents wanted everywhere.
White George 11.
Daniels, Publisher, 7 East Forty-sec-- ,
and street, New York, for full particulars.

j

sy.-tii-

TO

;

$110,-516.8- 3

"Painkittav
(psiutr davu'.)

Cures Colic, Cramps,
Stomach Complaints.

aocjfcObottles

See the window display of the Rio
Grande Woolen Mills at the Globe
store, then ask for those $3.60 wa.k-inskirts.

g

Citizen ads bring results.

MAGAZINE

SUBSCRIPTION
AGENTS.
The F"ur Track News, tho well
known illustrated monthly magazine
of travel and education, is making an
especially advantageous offer to subscription agents, who will find It a
quick seller and affording very generous profits. Send to tho publisher,
George Ii. Daniels, 7 East Forty-secons'reet, New York, for a sample
copy and particulars.

'
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EASY

BREAD
FLOUR.

Ir

WITH

i

1U

MAKE GOOD
CLUB
HOU8

preparation

simply devel.
they dry up the
und dixiim-po.ie- ,
thich sdliero to thu
causing a f.u umre h. riuus trouble thau
the ordinary form of vuturrh. Avoid all d y.
ing iuhulunU, fumes, sniokus and
and uie that nhirU ili ui:ses, si'iilh" to. a
heals. Lly's Craaiii La!ni is hiu fi t r !iM
end will cure caiarrh cr cold ii ti.o I.e ..,,
easily and !esyui:tly. A tr.al
:.l Ik.
mailed for lo cents. Ail dmi"i .is m :; t'.t
f ii a. i. u
Uc.kie. P.ly ProiLi-rs'Jli Palm our. s without pain, !.-- ; n
irritutt) or um'tio sneniio,'. It sr.r ua-- , jl .i
and ai'iry surfaco, n '.. v
over un irrituti-iu iinuiediati-l- tha pain! ul imluuiuiu'. ii.n
With l ly's Cream Palm you aro ariutn.
Sguiust Kiieul Cataxiu and Lay 1'evur.

iiiff

oji dry catiirifa

;

Flournoy, Sec.

M, W.

V-Pr- es.

Jj

Sellers, Mgr.

D. K. B.

PARAGRAPHS

Mrs. J. H. Hilton is here from Socorro, visiting friends and the fair.
Attorney A. Sedillo Is anung the
Socorro people in the city attending
the fair.
Alderman George P. Learnard returned last night from a business trip
to Gallup.
L. C. Pecker, son of John Becker,
of Belcn, armed lliis morning and Is
in the tit for the day.
Dr. M. K. McCrory, a prominent
physician of San Maicial, was among
the miming arrivals
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Neustadt are
entertaining during the week Miss
May Spitz, of Santa Fe.
A. taal,, a Santa Fe retired merchant, is ii. the city taking in the
fair und visitini; leiatives.
R. L. Baca, a wcli known politician
of the territorial capital, is here to
spend the remainder of tlie week.
Rev. J. A. Pickard, of the Catholic
church at Helen, was among the arrivals from i he louth this morning.
Henry Dreyfus, probate cl'jrk of S.
corro county, arrived in the city this
morning and wi.l remain the balance
of the week.
A. Eichwald, a big sheepralser and
general mercant of the Nacimiento
country, up at Cuba, is here on business and to attend the fair.
Mr. and Krs P. M. Vunker were
among the prominent Socorro people
to arrive this morning Mr. and Mrs.
Yuuker expect to remain through the
week.
Hon. Charles F. Easley, one of the
we.l known attorneys of Santa Fe. is
In the city to attend the fair, and to
mingle with local and visiting attorneys.
Mrs. C. F. Roberts, wife of the
"adv." man on the Morning Journal,
who was in southern California the
past two months, has returned to the
city.
W. E. Grimmer, cf the Albuquerque
Steam Laundry, who was called to
Chicago in response to a message announcing the death of his father, has
returned to the city.
George W. Hickox, for several
years in the Jewelry business here,
and daughter, Miss Edith, of Santa
Fe, are here from Santa Fe, greeting
old friends and attending the fair.
Manager O. A. Matson, of the Elks
opera house, has secured Chlfalerro's
Italian band for one appearance, September 27. This Is reputed to be one
of the best musical organizations on
the road.
J. M. Allen, proprietor of the Allen
hotel at Magdalena, is among the fair
visitors in the city. Mr. Allen Is accompanied by his daughter, and they
expect to remain through the week of
festivities.
The remains of Mrs. J. Porter
Jones, whose death was chronicled In
The Citizen yesterday
afternoon,
were taken to St. Louis for burial last
night, accompanied by the
husband.
The enterprise the Santa Fe New
Mexican is showing in giving its subscribers the doir.gs of the territorial
fair is deserving of complimentary
notice. Ye;,te-laj'- s
issue of the New
Mexican cuntajiLo u duailtd write-uof what tool; place in A!lni;juci'qu?
on Moimay, ai.J u teleji's .rlc report
or the fc;ivi' ics of fs t'Cuy, including liol'i u;iil games tlie Mere being
given in the afternoon game up to
and inc luding result of game.

Wide Open Doofs

0

Solomon Luna,

Greer, Pres.

M

sum-timm-

,
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Evening Citizen VVantsI

Making a lilt

One Cent Per Word for Each Insertions
Te tasare sreper classNkatiM ads for this calar mutt be la the office before J e'clnck
p. a. Ads phased receive the sane careful attealiea that is (Ives to xl brought to office.
SALARIED
POSITIONS
abilttr W aerd at once
hundred ot men who can present high graae propuot-tiim- a
and produc results. Previous ex pent nee not
Choice of desirable location,
esttential
fcxcellent
opportunity for advancement. We also have lUted in
our it offices may Executive, Clerical and Technical
positions and good opportunities for men having
money to invest with their aervice. Write us
statin; pemitinn desired.
PERMANENT
fnr men of buftineM-gettin-

HAPOOOOS

g

One), Brain Brokers

917 Ctaemial building, St. LovHt

WANTED.
A

Ap-pl-

y

oua

Pilsner Boor

BALE.

FOR SALli Two saddle ponies; also
one buggy horse and buggy. 602
South Second street.
SALE, nesting Btove, gasoline
toll
stove, refrigerator, book case ana
sideboard. Inquire 709 Weet Gold
avenue.
HJit SALE OR RENT Ranch of 160
m house, alfalfa, orchacres;
ard, all inlgable; will sell all or
part. Box 46, city.
FOR SALE A flue piano, reasonable;
apply at this office.
FOR SALE Household goods, stoves,
dressers, tables, lounges, chairs, etc.
212 South Arno street.
FOIt SALE Spring wagon, used two
months; will sell cheap. A. B.,
Journal office.
furniture,
FOR SALE
Handsome
suitable for residence of four or
five rooms. For particulars, call at
The Citizen, office.
Engine. Owing to en
FOR
larging our power plant we offer for
power,
sale one 8x12,
Buckeye automatic cutoff engine, for $250. Can be seen In
operation at our mill. It Is an excellent machine. The John Becker
company, Belen, N- - M.

Is what we arc doing with mry
one who teste Its afeliotouo flavor and otrangthanlng quaihWe.
e
There Is no warm weather
that can oampar wtth
this refreshing drink on
day.. It la not only pleasant to
taste, but la Invigorating and
wholesome. 93 per case of two
dozen quartee; 92 per case of
two docen pints.
fcev-rag-

o

seamstress at once.
613 West Copper.
WANTED rhree painters, highest
wages. C. A. Hudson.
WANTED Roomers and uoai'ders.
417 West Silver avenue.
WANTED First and second house
gin. inquire at tnis omce.
WANTED Girl for general housework. Apply to 810 Park avenue.
WANTED A good cook. Mrs. E. L.
Washburn, 710 East Railroad ave.
WANTED
Ex perienced dining room
girl; no other need apply. Columbus hotel.
WANTED At once, a competent girl
for general housework. Apply 523
Kcleher avenue.
WANTED
At once, bright young
girl that can do needle and machine
sewing. D. F. G., this office.
s
WANTED
Six
carnenters.
Apply to John W. McQuadefonday
morning. Highest of wageu,
WANTED
First class girl for gea-erhousework. Apply 617 West
Copper. Mrs. Robert Putney,
WANTED Position as expert
or office man. Address,
Fi ank McKay, Los Lunas, N. M.
WANTED Three furnished or unfur-nlsherooms by couple; no children; must be modern. 410 South
WANTED

FOR

WITH

Southwestern Urewery
Auto. Phono 292.

0

&

Ice Company

ASK FOR DIAMOND ICE.

Auto phone, 316. Bell phone, 115.

Residence

Auto

Colo. Phono

phone, No.

3

2.

0

BORDERS, runersl Director mud erblmmr

q

Am

4)

Black or White Hearse, $5.00.

q

Commercial Club Building.'

CITY UNDERTAKER.

4)

q

UNDERWOOD

LOST.

ring;
plain band
VISIBLE TYPEWRITERS
return to this office and receive reward.
LOST A tan rain coat Sunday evenThe beet machlno In tho
ing. Return to Ida B. Summers and
world. Thts la no experireceive reward.
ment, but has been testLOST Lady's open face enameled
ed and tried, and baa
watch, with fob. Liberal reward if
200,000 In use.
If you
returned to this office.
interested In typewriLOST, STRAYED OR STOLEN
A
ters call or address
strawberry roan mare, white face,
four white feet, mane clipped short,
GEO. Si RAMSEY
long tall; $20 reward and no QuesFifth street.
tions asked, If returned to J. W.
WANTED A molding man, wood
McQuade. 234 North Walter street.
401 W. R. R. Ato.
turner and sash and door man. Su9
General Agent for
perior Planing Mill company,,
STOLEN .
New Mexico
South First street.
STLliNrliree offlce chairs from
WANTED Gentleman with good
office of Grand Central Hotel. O.
to travel. Call for Wlistler,
Hinsdale, proprietor. Reward offered
H. B. Welller & Co.'s store.
for arrest and conviction of hlef.
I
WANTED Gentlemen's second-nan- d
I
F,R8St
clotting. No. 515 South First street,
south of viaduct. Send address and on Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
WInss.BraniIl8s.Elc.
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor. Wagons and other Chattels; also on
BARNETT,
Prop.
REJOSEPH
AND
WAREHOUSE
OWNER NEEDS MONEY $500 will SALARIES
buy $1,000 equity In a nine room CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and aa high
SAMPLE AND
Loans are quickly made
frame house, in the Highlands, lot as $200.00.
CLUB ROOMS
120 West Railroad Arenae
One
Time:
100x142, east front; shade and fruit and strictly private.
one year given. Good retrees, barn and chicken house. Best month Into your
possession. Our rates
street In town; Incumbrance $3,000. main
are reasonable. Call and see us beAddress P. O. B. 114. city.
fore borrowing.
.T.
FORENT.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
AND CMICA QO
all
from
to
and
FORTtETRoonis, w ithToardTHtfcT. Steamship tickets
parts of the world.
SHERMAN-WILLIAM815 South Third street.
PAINT
BUILDING PAPER
Always
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
FOTl RENT Furnished front room;
covers more, iooks nest, wears
stock.
Plaster,
Ave.
Lime,
315
Cement,
West Railroad
longest, most economical, full
steam heat and electric light. No.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
measure.
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, etc
615 Fruit avenue.
Evenings.
Open
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
WANTED.
for light housekeeping. Inquire at
3D0 North Broadway.
Fair week is coming. We want all
FOR RENT Nice room, everything kinds of help positions paying good
new and pleasant. 415 North Sec- salary.
A. C. BILICKB.
JNO. S. MITCHELL.
ond street.
Two waiters, 2 good cooks, 1 worn,
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA.
by
the
Full iiENT Fin nisbeil ruoiiis
an for general housework, 2 chamberCENTRAL I)CATION.
KXCBLLRNT
ACCOMMODATIONS.
week or month at C4 West Tijeras maids, 3 men to take care of horses,
REASONABLE PRICES.
SPLENDID RESTAURANT.
avenue.
logmen, teamsters, swampers, laborSATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
New Mexicans and Arizonians spending the summer on the beaches
FOR RENT Two large store rooms, ers, etc., for camp work; first-clas- s
centrally located. Inquire 312 West blacksmith, bridgemen, bridge car.
are welcome to tho use of our Ladies' parlors and Gentlemen's waiting
pen ten, bridge helpers, 1
Lead avenue.
rooms. Meet your friends there. Information and writing material
1
good yard ,nan for ium"er
tiee. Indies and children welaonie.
Foil RENT Two sunny furnished planer, Flrsi-c'asman
a
o take "are
All Depot cars stop at the lLillenheck.
front rooms, for "Housekeeping. 4'Jt camp.
Electric excursion and
of stock in dry goods store; boy to
beach cars pass the door.
North Arno stn et.
busigoods
dry
run
learn
and
errands
HEADQUARTERS
FOR
NEW
rooms,
MEXICANS AND ARIZONIANS.
FOR RENT A suite of tbree
very deslreable for party of young ness. Better positions on record now
ever
offered
before.
than
men. 713 West Copper.
We are agents for Camp Blrnie re- 0
rooms sort.
0
FOR RENT Most desirable
Call for Information.
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
in city, single or enaulte, with table THE SOUTHWESTERN
EMPLOYUiard. 713 West Copper
MENT AGENCY
R- I. MALL, Proprietor
0
FOR RENT Two elegant rooms, suit- Phone 195 Red Upstairs
Iron and Bras Castings; Ore. Coal aud Lumber Cars; Shaftings.
415
wife.
North
man
and
able for
110 South Second Street
Pulleys,
Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Lou FronU for
Second street. Hoard if preferred.
Buildings.
0
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE.
in Park
FUIi RENT Apartments
Repair on Mining mad Mill Machinery a Specialty
401 West
Railroad avenue. Bell
View terrace, eight rooms each;
Alhuijuerque, N. M.
H. phone black 265 2. All home cooking. io Foundry east side of railroad track.
modern equipment throughout.
0
H. Tilton, room 19. Grant block.
Fresh goods every day.
FoTT
RENT Two nicely furnished
f i out rooms for gentlemen; also
MEN AND WOMEN,
three rooms furnished for light
I'm Hig J t"T unnatural
I u
housekeeping.
Mrs. Williams, 311
.arAJ ImtatioDi or uUwauoui
lartnierd !
not
West Silver avenue.
.f m u c u u tueiti tit aii.
irlotitr.
FOR RENT Two large ntoro rooms,
HI VNS ChtMiCAt Co.
or Kittbuui.
Grntral Building Supplies
ware house and twelve living raoms.
CINCINNATI,!)
hj BranliU,
I.'" orStaid
wnt In plain wrptr.
1. 1. i.
Everything new and modern. Mrs.
nfSJk vl iprsia, fjrspMid, fur
Hrault. corner of Broadway and
UU. i.r
B
I'otllian 75.
no reuuftft.
('lmitr iaut
Marquette avenue.
Both Phones
Third and Marquette
nicely
FOR RENT from one to five
furnished rooms for light housekeeping; also ranch of ten or thirty
house, furacres, with four-rooand CURE the LUNGS
nished or unfurnished. Apply Mrs.
0
E. K Nor: la, 521 John street.
QUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors
WITH
FOR RENT Seven lare furnished
rooms with bath upstairs, dining
0
0
room .kitchen, bedroom downstairs;
two story brick InnMing two Mocks
from Santa Fe shops; ood hotel to
0 FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION. Finest Whiskies. Imported 0
0NSUMPTI0N
Pries
Inquire K23 South
riuht parties.
OUGHSand
4 and Domestic Wines and Cognac. The coolest and highest grade of A
60e$1.00
First street.
lager served. Finest and best Unlimited and Domestic Cigars.
OLDS
Frea Trial.
1
run Kl!.. i wo pleasant rooms for
with
light housekeeping,
electric
Barest and Uuxckest Cure fur oil
lights. Inquire of Mrs. H. E. RuthTHROAT and LUNO TUOUB-LEBroadway
&
Iron,
or M0NE1 BACK.
erford, corner
1,
same block Congregational church.
first-clas-

LOST

A

-

book-keep-

d

601-50-

Money to Loan

The St. ZTmoP
NATIVE

C.

BALDRIDGE
LUMBER

MOLLENBECK

first-clas-

wiswss

HOTEL

s

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

i

t
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SCREEN DOORS

KILLth.

couch

ZIEGER

Dr. King's

CjQFTET

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
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Citizen Want Ads Bring The Best Results
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Chicago American

Then on her vision dawns nfar
The goal of glory, gleaming
Like sopie great radiant solar star,
And sets us longing, dreaming.
Forgetting all things left behind,
We strain each nerve to win it;
Hut when 'tis ours alas! we find
There's nothing in it!
We turn our sad, reluctant gaze
Upon the path of duty;
Its barren, uninviting ways
Are void of bloom and beauty.
Vet in that road, though dark and cold
It seems as we begin It,
As we press on io! we behold
There's Heaven In it.
Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

,

3

FACTS ABOUT FINLAND,
WHERE TOCSIN SOUNDS

With the addition to Arizona of the rich agricultural
districts, cattle ranges, coal and other mines of New
Mexico, taxation for support of a state government will
be less than if Arizona were made a state as she now is.

FAST

l.lG

0

GAME

Underwear

(Continued from Page 1.)
Shecam, owner Jake Levy, Albuquer-

que.

The first In at was very exciting, as
tho finish w.i.- - almost a dead heat between Monkey Mack and Shecam
with Cricket third and Selden Wilkes
barely lnshlr tho lias.
In the si o iid heat, Closson driving
Selden Wiiki s started out to get tho
pole and he pot it. Although Monkey
Mack was a dose contender all the
way, when it came to a show down
the Meadow City horse did not have
the stamina and it was all for Closson 's horse.
The next two heats were easy money for Selih u Wllkos. Shecam was
second and .Monkey Mack third. Time

thing in the World a Man Should think of buying is
Underwear. We sell no Underwear that we can not
We have many excellent lines, Fleeced Lined,
-r Natural Wool, Merino Camel's1 Hair, Pure Soft Wool, Lambs
Wool, etc. , etc. Underwear at 50c, $ .00, $2.00 up to $4.00 garment.
See the great line of Popular priced Underwear we are selling It's
the best value in the land for the money. Ask to see what
you, and you'll soon discover that this is the Store for Men'sinterests
Underwear and Men's Furnishings of all sorts.
Agent for Dr. Jaegers Sanitary Woolen Underwear Co.

THE last

2:22.

Monkey Drill by Cavalry.
The monkey drill by Troop H yesterday afternoon at Traction park was
very fine and the troopers acquitted
themselves very well. The boys did
all Horts of fancy riding. One trooper fell from Ms horse and was slightly
injured, but beyond this there was
nothing to mar the drill. Lieutenant
and his troop deserve the
Iwls
grentest of praise. Every afternoon
and evening for the remainder of the
week the troopers will give exhibition
drills. This afternoon the troopers will
repeat the monkey drill under the
watch in hopes of breaking the record
which is now held by a troop of the
Tenth cavalry.

M. MANDELL

FINE CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS
0

0

TOMORROW WILL BLi THE

A

BIGGEST DaY OF THE FAIR

The name signifies land of lakes nnd marbles.
Its extreme length is 700 miles from north to south
and its greatest breadth 400 miles.
Its area Is 142,0ti0 square miles, 35 per cent of which
Is forest and 11 per cent lakes. The rivers are unimportant.
The chief animals are bears, wolves, foxes, elk and
reindeer.
At the close of tho last century the population was
2,673,200, the females exceeding the males by 30,024.
The capital and largest city, llelsingfors, has a population of about 90,000.
In religion the Lutherans far exceed all tho other j
denominations combined.
The language is Finnish, although Swedish Is spoken by the higher classes.
The Russlnns In Finland number but a few thousand. Swedes form about 13 per cent of the population.
The climate is marked by long winters and short,
hot summers.
Finland was conquered by Sweden after a long Strug- gle, and the people Christianized during the clasing years
of the 13th century.
bishop of Cpsala, Is FinHenrik, the English-borland's patron saint and martyr.
Finland was frequently a battleground during the
long wars between Russia and Sweden, the border Hue
being but thirty-thremiles from St. Petersburg:
It became part of Russia after the peace of Freder-ickstowSeptember 17, 1809.
The preservation of Finland's laws, constitution and
religion was guaranteed by Alexander I.
In 1898 Nicholas II began the scries of measures
looking towards the Russiflcation of the country.
In October, 1902, was begun the complete destruction
of Finnish autonomy. Before this Russian had been
made the official language and a number of Finnish Journals' had been suppressed.

The general government offers to start the new
Btate into housekeeping with a cash appropriation of five
million dollars for school purposes. This with the big
area given by the Hamilton bill out from the public domain for school lands, in addition to the lands already set
apart for that purpose (sections 16 and 3C in each township) would give a fine impetus to the school system
in the youngest of the sisterhood of states, which school
system Is pretty good right now, although laboring under
the disadvantages of a territorial condition.
With such a commonwealth launched, its government conducted under a reasonable rate of taxation, at
the helm strong men from among her own people elected
by the people theselves, with domain and resources big
enough to support a state government without hardship
to the people or taxing them to death (as would be the
case with Arizona territory today admitted as a state,
ruled by a few corporations), you will see substantial
rapital flowing into the new state, for development of
our agricultural resources, our cattle industry and our
rich mineral regions. All these great resources would
draw the bone and sinew of the land, its brain and capital, from the north and the south, to contribute to the
development of Arizona the Great; but with statehood
saddled on Arizona as It Is now, with consequent heavy-burdeof taxation, there would be a check to the flow
of the forces needed for development.

e

whom
The sentiment of every thinking citizen
I have conversed is that if the question of joint statehood be le,ft to a vote of the people at a regular constitutional election, called to ratify a constitution, It will carry In every county in the two territories except, perhaps, Maricopa county and the city of Phoenix in partic-

ular.

Now, Mr. Single Statehood. Advocate, confine yourself to substantial proofs. Show how we will be benefitted by single statehood as against the joint. Eliminate
your old tactics, which are principally personal abuse.
We hear all that kind of stuff through the regular politSELECTIONS MADE FROM
ical campaigns. But this Is a matter which goes to the
root of the form of government. It Is a subject for dePRESS OF SOUTHWEST
liberation; and while we are not all "from Missouri," we
will ask you to "show us." Remember, Joint staatehood
first: there Is more economy in running one government
with the taxable property of two commonwealths to supKindly Uncle Samuel.
port It; but 'there Is more economy in a territorial govUncle
not been a Shyloek In his dealings
Sam
has
ernment than In a state government taxing to death the with the Pecos Irrigation
company. The old man neve
people of a small state.
yet has played the part of a tight wad and after the conof his dickering over the Carlsbad project, he
The Citizen heartily endorses the following from clusion
still holds that record. He has offered $150,000 for the
the New Mexican: The EstancLa valley fair has proven damaged
of the company and for that sum does not
a success, Indeed, more than a success. The attendance, ask for anyplant
of
land holdings of either Individual memthe
considering the short time for preparation, was satisfacor the corporation as a whole. The offer made by
tory, and exhibits, when it is stated that the real settle- bers government
has just reached the ears of the Record,
ment of the valley began only two years ago, were very the
although
It has not been officially announced. For some
creditable. Estancla is a plucky little town and deserves
good luok and prosperity. The new settlers In the valley time the bondholders have been willing to sell their enaround Carlsbad, land and all, for $250,0u0,
are evidently making Btrong efforts to succeed and many tire holdings
they have spent double that amount, but they
of them no doubt will do so. The valley will steadily although
improve and fill with homesteaders, farmers and stock- have wanted to sell because of the fact that they have
men In due course of time. It is not too much to say wanted to cash out. Their land Is worth $250,000, so
Sam has off?rd for the plant $."0,000 more than
that in five years it will be one of the most thickly set- Uncle
tled portions of New Mexico, as the country there con- the difference between theao figures. Roswell
tains all the essentials for intense farming, and paying
horticulture and stock raising.
Pumping for Irrigation,
The big reservoir being built by iJralden, Meilrer
There is no difficulty in getting water in any part
of the Albuquerque valley, in wells of varying depth, but and Stark will have a storage capacity of 20,000 acre feet
none of which need be of any considerable height from of water which will be used iu reclaiming thousands of
top of water to surface of ground. One well, as all acre;: of laud, lint th's la noi a'l. since the water that
know, was successfully sunk on the high mesa at the will pass through the dam will generate enough electric
very foot of the mountains. This abundance of under- power to pump water to the vicinity of Alamosa sufflow water, with the cheap electrical power which has ficient to cover 120,000 acres one foot deep, thus furnishbeen developed here, removes all difficulties In the ir- ing a foot of water for 120,000 acres of ground. More
than 200 men are now at work and on the average one
rigation of the valley.
car of cement goes through Alamosa daily to be used in
The time Is approaching rapidly and a .non partisan the construction of the monster dam. Six carloads of
Joint statehood league should be organized at once In pipe, ranging In diameter from 12 to 36 Inches, will bo
Dona Ana county. The antiatehood element are do- used. The work of building the dam will be accomplishing everything in their power to defeat any kind of state- ed through hydraulic power. This Is the most gigantic
hood. Therefore let us do something in the way that useful undertaking ever pushed to a success In the San
we may be able to convince the members of congress Luis valley. Much credit is due those who have labored
.
that the best people of both New Mexico and Arizona are long and spent large sums of money in the accomplishment of this great enterprise. Alamosa Independent.
by a large majority in favor of joint statehood.
Crnces Citizen.
Richardson
Judge G. A. Richardson today received Wis
Official reports covering sixty-fou- r
out of seventy-twgovernments of Russia show decreases, for instance,
as regent of the College of Agriculture and Median
in their current harvests from those of l!io4 of 178,0i(i,-00- ic Arts of New Mexico. The appointment comes from
bushels of wheat, 352,um,ooo bushels of rye, ami
Governor Otero and carries with it considerable-honor- .
bushels of oats. The crops of France have also I lie appointment Is especially honorary to Judge Rich
been the subject of unfavorable reports during the week, ardson, as it Is his third appointment to the same nlace
eo that a year of active shipments is at hand unless spec- each of the terms he has served being five vears ami
the third being for tho same time. Since Judge Richard
ulation shall force American prices too high.
son is a democrat It is pain that It is merit and not
On the basis of the government's figures of condition pontics mat wins nis reappointment.
He has been pres.
and area of harvest promise of corn is figured by the mem oi mo Hoard or regents for four years Roswell
trade statisticians at 2.716,918,000 bushels and of wheat Itegisier.
704.447.nuo bushels.
The former volume has never been
exceeded and the latter but once, namely, by the 718,460,-00Afraid of Smallpox.
bushels representing
the 1901 barest. The 1904
The Liberal ha the inu-- h lir.ig,v-- about immigrawheat harvest was but Dr.2,400,000 bushels.
tion service at K Paso sized up correctly. The oiflcers
were afraid of the smallpox patients at Haehlta. ComTb, annual report of tin- - Uritlsh postoffico savings missioner
Ownby received a letter from Commissioner
bank for last year, showed that the total amount due de- Sargent, of
the bureau of immigration, in which he
positors on December 31st last was over $740,(iOO,imii.
During the year the ea-- h received from depositors was writes: "The bureau would not care to exix.se its officers to the danger of contracting tin disease by directing
more than 2iMi,n(.n,ooo, and the repayments nearly
the arrest of these persons, and by no other means could
The Interest accruing during the year was
deportation bo effected under tho Immigration
And still the United States postal department their
laws. It is regretted that they secured access Into the
has no such adjunct.
United States, and certainly no person afflicted with
smallpox
would be admitted if his condition was known."
For the eight months of the calendar year recently
Lordsburg Liberal.
ended, there was nn increase of 103,07i',,t 10 in the value
f American Import, and an Increase of $115,149,508 In
Cotton Is UawiiK our tdiores at an unprecedented
the value of our exports.
rate, the official statement for August showing an
in the value of the exports of that staple alone
The United States census declares that there are
fewer children in proportion to the poulation In Massa- amounting to $:M,000,wio, while the exports for the cotton year ending August 31 were the largest In volume
chusetts than In acy other state.
uiul In value In the trade's hMory,
.
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$210,-000,00-

JtN

hlTH OTHERS

Out of the harbor of youth's bay
There bails the path of pleasure;
With eager steps we walk that way
To brim Joy's largest measure.
Hut when with morn's departing beam
Goes youth's mat precious minute
We sigh, '"Twas but a fevered dream
There's nothing in it."

unan-worabl-

F.L PASO IN

IS DREARY

COMPARED

JOINT STATEHOOD.
Con O'Keefe, treasuier of Santa Cruz county. An-onwrote a letter to the Nogales Oasis, In favor of
Joint statehood, which is strong, const n ative and
The Oasis says that be ia one of the strongest
In
men
southern Arizona, and is also well and widely
known in the northern part of the territory, where he
resided many years.
The Citizen can only sample Mr. O Keefo s artlc.e.
1
for Joint statehood?
am
Why
Ho says:
Why I think it a sil.y question to ask any thinking
business man with a business Interest at slake. You
might as well go out ami ask a farmer owning and cultivating acres of good land if he would have any objecbetter
tion to taking an adjoining l.'.'i acres, land a little costing
Tor agriculture than his, absolutely free, without
him a cent, and your excuse for giving it to him that you
r eoine out of the business. Would he te.l you that
lie doesn't want your iri acres of good land, because he
don't like the hired men you had at work? While they
were good Americans all right, and competent men, fit
for their work, which they did well, yet some of them
re descendants of families that were Mexican prior to
1848, and some of them believe in the old Catholic
church, the mother of Christianity, standing forth 2,0u0
years, teaching peace and good will to ail men. Would
he object to taking your 150 acres of good land for a reason so silly? Would Arizona refuse the cession of New
Mexico for reasons no better? I believe not.

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 20, 1905.

Tomorrow will be Albuquerque day
and the biggest day of the fair. The
program contains some of the best events so far during the fair and with
every Incoming train bringing hundreds of visitors, a mammoth crowd Is
expected to be In the city. The following is the program for tomorrow:
9:00 a. m. liand concerts, down
town.
10:30 a. in Grand street and flower parade.
1:30 p. m. Two mile bike lap race.
1:45 p. in. Colt race.
2:00 p. m. Baseball, Albuquerque
vs Clifton.
2:15 p. in. Running race, one mile.
2:30 p. m. Trotting ostrich.
2:45 p. in. Three minute trot or
pace
3:00 p. m. Navajo Indian cowboy
Mexican pony race.
3:15 p. m Band drill by First Regiment band.
3:30 p. ni United States cavalry
drill.
4:00 p. m. Bronco busting and Na
vajo Indian sliding roping horses on

In order to quit business we ore selling out our

Call and See the Goods

Drayin

A

MclNTOSH BROWNS

Las Vegas won from. Albuquerque
In this ' afternoon's game by the decisive score of 8 to 3. ' Starr pitched
for Albuquerque and Cable for Las
Vegas. An Immense crowd was In
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The real cleaner and dyer.
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HIS MOTHER'S BREAD,
He says,

But don't forget
the kind of

was always
SO LIGHT AND

0. W. Strong's Sons

Stove or Range
used makes a
difference.

WELL BAKED.
Well,
there is a knack

UNDER TA KCRS

His mother used
a Charter Oak.

In making it,

and

FURNITURE AND CROCKERY

MONUMENTS.
N. Second St., Both Phones.

201-21-

BORRADA1LE & CO.. U7 Cold Ave.
THE DUKE CITY

Take nutmeg; one is not as
good as another. Schilling's
Best, in nutmeg, is ground fine
from difficult nuts to erind
full of oil; the oil is their
virtue. There are dry nuts;
there are wormy nuts. We are
no more careful in nutmegs
than all through.
Your grocer's; moneyback.

Tea and Coffee Co.
US West Silver Ave.,
A

be-cau- se

BUTTER

WOOLEN

MILLS CO.

IVES, THE FLORIST.

Fresh Cut Flowers.
o
Get your dress suit cleaned and
pressed for the Montezuma Ball at the
Clothes called for and
Pantatorium.
delivered. 206 West Silver ave. Auto.
Phone S19.
See the window display of the Rio
Grande Woolen Mills at the Glohe
store, then ask for those $3.50 walking sklrta.
Citizen ads bring results.

mnd

fGGI

We handle our own brands
of Butter and can guarantee the freshness and good
quality.
All
our highest
grade of goods bear our own
label and are guaranteed by
us.
Colo. Phone Black 78

11

GRANDE

e

Spices and Baking Powders.

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

-'.

Complete Slock

Teas. Coffee, Extracts

Special Prices
On the Following

New-broug-

& CO.,

III IV

Portieres,
clothes a specialty.
lace curtains, etc. 509 Hen-drlavenue. Old 'phone, Red,

Superintendents
Fairvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

KORBER

Albuquerque, N. M.
Corner 1st St. & Copper Ave.

YOU ARE
INVITED TO VISIT Offi a aunnlw
In
vau
...... anvthlnn
- ulth
THE RIO GRANDE WOOLEN MILL8 our line, atrr-prices that are j fair vand(
EXCEPT.
WEEK,
EVERY
DAY
THIS
NEW MONUMENT ERECTING THURSDAY. EVERY PERSON
SO WILL BE REPAID BY
ED AT CHICKAMAUGA DOING
TO TAKE AWAY
ABLE
BEING
WITH THEM A PERFECTLY TAILChattanooga, Tenn., Sept. 2d. u a ORED
RIO
SKIRT AT COST.
prominent position near the Lafayette GRANDE WOOLEN MILLS CO.
$9
$12 Refrigerators
Pike, in Chickamauga Park, a monu$6.75
$8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stove
ment, erected iu honor of the officers
$6
$8 China Tea Sets
Got Off Cheap.
and men of the Sixtieth Regiment of
25c
Ho may well think, he has got off 40c China Salad Bowls
North Carolina Volunteers, who fell cheap, who, after having contracted
Decorated Haviland China, at 20
during a gallant dash In the battle of constipation or indigestion Is still able per cent discount.
years ago to- to perfectly restore his health. Noth- 75c Glass Berry Sets
Chickamauga, forty-tw25c
day, was unveiled with appropriate ing will do this but Dr. King's New 35c Glass Water Pitchers
20c
$1.25
ceremonies. The monument was erect- Life Pills. A quick, pleasant and cer- $1.75 Decorated Lamps
ed by the Asheville, N. C, Chapter of tain cure for headache, constipation, $4.50 Decorated Lamps
$3.25
the Daughters of the Confederacy. It etc., 2fc at all drueglsts; guaranteed. $1 Steam Cereal Cookers
65c
Is fifteen feet high aud stands on a
o
40c
50c Steam Egg Poachers
You can get at E. Maharam's, West $12.50 Buggy Harness
mound I wo feet high. It Is of white
$10.50
Georgia marlile. The base Is five feet Railroad Ave., corner of Fourteenth, a
two Inches by four ftet eight inches. stylish, up to date ladies' or misses'
On that base rests a bock eight feet hat for
worth $4, $5, $6 and $7;
hiuh. tapering to a square, two feet also a ladies' suit of silk mohair or
square. On top of that rests a cube broadcloth, for $10.50, worth $20, $25
of marble surmounted by battlements. and I'M. Come aud convince
The front of the monument bears a
suitable Inscription and tho names of
YOU ARE
the field and line officers who fell durINVITED TO VISIT
ing that charge. The dedication cere- THE RIO GRANDE WOOLEN MILLS FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.
monies today were conducted under EVERY DAY THIS WEEK, EXCEPT-INthe auspices of the Daughters of the
THURSDAY. EVERY PERSON
P. LOMMORI & MATTEUCCI
Confediracy and were witnessed by a DOING SO WILL BE REPAID BY
large number of veterans, among BEING ABLE TO TAKE AWAY
any survivors of North Caro- WITH THEM A PERFECTLY TAILthem
Dealers In
RIO
lina regiments.
ORED
SKIRT AT COST.

Always Successful.
When indigestion becomes chronic
It Is dangerous. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
will cure Indigestion, and all trouble
resulting therefrom, thus preventing
Dr.
catarrh of the stomach.
of J.eague, W. Va., says: "To
those suffering from Indigestion or
Sour stomach I would fay that there
Is no better remedy than Kodol Dyspepsia Cure. I have prescribed It for
a number of patients with good success." Kodol Dyspepsia Cure digests
what you eat and makes the stomach
sweet. So'.d by all druggists.

CARRIAGES, BUGGIES and
HARSPRING WAGONS.
NESS and SADDLES, at
MONEY
SAVING PRICES.
Everybody welcome to look
through our three-floo- r

the Albuquerque Transfer Men

HANDSOMELY ENGRAVtl) DIPLOMA

iron company, was around today
a handsomely engraved dip
loma awarded his company by the
jury of awards at the Louisiana Pur
chase exposition for the best display
of bloedite and bituminous coal at the
world's fair at St. Iuis last year.
The diploma orders that the New
Mexico Fuel and Iron company he
awarded a bronze medal for the best
display and this medal will be sent
to the company as soon as It is made
by the government. The document is
signed by David li. Francis, president
Exposiof the Ijoulsiana Purchase
tion; K. J. Skiff, director of exhibits;
J. A. Holmes, chief of the department
of metallurgy ttcd Walter B. Stevens,
seeietary.
Tho awarding of this diploma
sho'vs that of all the coil exhibits at
the iig t.tlr. t'.e N't Mexico iiiura'
ranks as the finest. The analysis and
tests of tne mineral was made by government experts Ft St. L uli.

-

coyooooyoo

HICKORY WAGONS

us

STRONG BLOCK.

Col. W. S. Hopewell, general manager of the New Mexico Fuel and

114 SOUTH FOURTH ST.

mum- - -.--

once, you'll
Prices right;
call again.
there ain't no gougin'.

COLONEL HOPEWELL RECEIVES

AWARDED TO NEW MEXICO FUEL
AND IRON COMPANY FOR BEST
BITUMINOUS
BLOEDITE AND
COAL AT WORLD'S FAIR.

PIATTGOOD

FREIGHTS
You have

Goods Must be Sold by Sepl. 28th

O'oc"oooc0'oo
PAIN AND OLD

i

,UIC

LAS VEGAS DEFEATS

Sale is Now On

IRVAN &

New Ttwn.
7:30 p. m. Band parade.
p.
m.
8:00
Fire alarm.
8:15 p. m. Grand street Illumina

green, cream anil cardinal fire.
p. m. United States cavalry
and sham battles.
p. m. Navajo Indian sports.

entire fi'oek of new and second hand furniture and household goods

GLECKLER BUILDING.

foot.

tion of
8:30
charge
9:00

Great Furniture Slaughter Sale

Groceries, Flour, Hay
Grain and the Best
of Meats
IMPORTED GOODS A SPECIALTY
Call at C:t West Tijeras Road.

ccccooooecco)o
8.

T. VANN, O. D.

Eyesight Specialist.
President of New Mexico Board of
Optometry.
First established optician In New
Mexico. Glasses fitted for poor sight,
headache and nervous strain.
Otlico Room y, Whiting block. Appointments
made at Vann's drug
store.

M.

DRAGOIE

Dealers in
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
all kinds of Fresh Meat
;hm North Broadway, Corner of Washington Avenue. ALBUQUKRUE.N. M.

Homo Restaurant

American cooking; also all Mexican dishes a specialty. Short orders.
Meals served at all hours. Old Town,
south of court house.
NICK FRANCO.

AMBULANCE
For Moving the
Prompt Se.ive

O. W.

Sick or Injured.
Day or Night.

STRONG'S SONS

Colo. Phone, 75.

Automatic,

117

Don't delay a minute. Cholera infantum, dysentery, diarrhoea come
suddenly. Only safe plan Is to have
Owing to the Montezuma hall on Dr. Fowler's F.xtract of Wild StrawFriday nisht. September 22, tho La- berry always on hand.
dies of the Maccabees will (live their
Subscribe for The Citizen and get
dance on Thursday night, September
the news.
21.
Auto. "I'hone,

109.

Old 'phone, 276.

ALUUQUEltQUE EVENING CITIZEN.
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MISS

BAR ASSOCIATION

JESSIE ILFELD

POPULAR

Delegates Were Also Named
for Next Meeting National
Association.

rivt

ARGUMENTS CLOSED

IS ELECTED QUEEN

ELECTS OFFICERS

fAOK

THE CELEBRATED

IN SHERIFF SQUABBLE

VEGAS
YOUNG
LADY TO PRESIDE OVER THE
PARADE AND THE MONTEZUMA
BALL.

n.

O. F. C.
WHISKEY

LAS

Court Has Matter Under Consideration and Will Render
Decision Soon

The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.
THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

WELCOME TO THE FAIR AND A
CORDIAL INVITATION TO ALL

Las Vegas claims the queen of the
parade. Miss Jessie llfeld.
daughter of .Mrs. Herman llfeld, of
Bottled In Bond.
the Meadow City, won by the difference, between
1.fS6 and 1,473 votes. GRAND JURY IS
BANQUET AT ALVARADO TONIGHT
STILL WORKING
Miss Edna Gibson, daughter of Mr.
To
in
and 'Mrs. Gibson, of West Gold aveGoods, Shoes,
Men
nue,
Boys
the second largest numDlstilleis,
The nineteenth annual session of ber ofsecured
Matte In the sheriff's squabble are
votes,
Virginia
Miss
Finch
and
Clothing
conhere.
the New Mexico Ilur association
brought
a
be
to
to
about
KY.
FRANKFORT,
focus. This
was third in the contest, with 1,202
vened last night at the Commercial
afternoon all the arguments of counclub In this city. The most Important
sel
were
on
sides
both
SPECIAL BARGAINS
finished and
business of the meeting was the electhe court has taken the matter under
Ready-to-we- ar
In
Our
&
EAKIN
Section for Fair Week
MELINI
tion of officers for the ensuing year
advisement.
and the appointment of iJol gates to,
W. B. Chllders, chief counsel for T.
Agents.
Sole
the American Bar association. These
S. Hubbell, closed his arguments yesNEW STYLES IN
Albuquerque, N. M.
were elected last night as follows:
terday afternoon at 6 o'clock In be199.
Phone,
President W. A. Hawkins, of
Automatic
manhalf of the petition for a writ of
damus to compel the clerk to recall
Vice President First District A. B.
the Jury venires which were Issued to
Renehan. Santa Fe.
Armljo upon the order of the court,
Vice President Second District A.
and to deliver them to Hubbell as de ooooocxxxxocooocxoooooooo
B. MeMillen, Albuquerque.
O. D1NSDALE
facto sheriff.
Vice President Third District J. O.
This morning Nelll B. Field, appearFitch, Socorro.
ing as counsel for Mr. Armljo, made
Vice President Fourth District A.
his reply, which was completed at
Vegas.
F. Rogers,
noon. The arguments were closed
Boarding Horses a Specialty
Vice President Fifth District W.
this afternoon by Attorney Chllders,
C. Reid, Roswell.
LONG COAT SUITS $10.00 to $15.00
court took the matter under OOOOOaxDOOOCCOOOOOOOOOOO
and
the
Vice President Sixth District E. E.
advisement and will announce a deSidebottom, Alamogordo.
A very large and well selected stock of assured styles, tn
cision later. This Is expected to be
WHERE TO DINE WELL
r
Secretary-TreasureRichard A.
long coat effects. New and exclusive designs and materials,
by tomorrow. In the meantime, the SANTA
RESTAURANT
Hanna. Santa Fe.
comprising a wide range of colors.
court has taken up another case.
Quick
MEALS AT ALL. HOURS.
Delegates to American Bar AssociaThe United States grand jury has
good service,
at reasonable
tion A. A. Freeman. Carlsbad; U B.
been In session all day and reported time,
prices. The nearest place in AlbuRichardson,
A.
O.
Fe;
Santa
Prince.
at 9 o'clock this morning. It has re- querque
Open
to Santa
THE NEW COATS $7.50 to $50.00
Roswell.
turned several Indictments, but as day and night. BarFe indeiwt.
connection.
New Members Are Admitted.
wartants
have not yet been served,
the
LYNN, HAVEN BAY, and BLUE
Long and medium length coats, the very newest models. In
The session last night opened with
no announcement of whom the IndictV'
POINT OYSTERS In any style. First
Broadcloths, Covert Cloths and Kersey Cloth.
an Interesting address by President
ed persons are, has been made. The
...
iU
avenue,
opposite deand Silver
Richardson, who talked upon a
territorial grand jury Is also busy, street
pot. Meal tickets, 21 meals for $5.
of vast Importance to the people
but It is believed that Its business
of New Mexico. Mr. Richardson also
will be very light this term of court. The territorial fair is comln";
SKIRTSWalking and Dress Skirts
congratulated the members of the asYou'll see who keeps things roll in'
vtt.iV'w.'.!.".;'''' ...
REDUCED RATES TO THE
sociation upon the large attendance
then;
greatest
In
variety; aklrta from $2.50 to $40. No matter
GRAND MASONIC BODIES. AH haulln, sprlnklln' will be done
and the success promised for the nineW UtLL III
U JV B1AO JUU naill, VYO VU JMtfHHU
VUU.
session.
annual
teenth
By the Albuquerque Transfer men.
The Grand Commandery, Knights
There being a quorum present the
MISS JESSIE ILFELD.
Templar of New Mexico, will meet In
association at once proceeded to busiNew Hotel and Rooming House.
Although Miss llfeld was lib this city at the Asylum of Pilgrim
ness. The applications of Julius Staab, votei
FURS
Open September 11, at 821 South
$5.00
$150.00 Each
at 10 o'clock a. m., Oc Third street.
of Albuquerque, and C. H. Spencer, of eiallj backed at borne, she received Commandery,
Your patronage solicit19.
16
tober
On
Order
October
prethe
support
considerable
from
membership
were
Albu
her
for
Fe,
Santa
ed. Special rate to regular boarders.
Greatest line of Furs ever brought to the city. We would bo
Only one member of the querque friends and relatives, and had of the Eastern Star will begin their Mrs. R. Green, proprietor.
sented.
pleased to have you call and look over this beautl!"! line.
standing committee on admissions be- tne contest continued until 10:30 In- annual meeting, and each of these
ing present, President Richardson ap- stead of 10 o'clock, her maojrlty gatherings will continue three days
GENERAL REPAIR SHOP.
Agent Black
General Passenger
pointed to act with Mr. Chllders, L. would have been much larger. A wire
I have opened a general repair sbop
Women's Waists, Sweaters and Petticoats In Great AssortVegas received three min- had made a rate for these two events on South Third street, back of Wal
Bradford Prince and W. C. Wrlgley. from
ments and Variety,
,
one
one
of
fare
utes
and
voting
the
upafter
closed,
yhe
favorably
reported
contained
committee
store,
ton's drug
The
and solicit the trade
is paid coming, and if there be of the city.
SHOEMAKERon the applications of Messrs. Staab $50 of llfeld money, and seven min- fare
U H.
fare
and Spencer and these gentlemen utes later while the votes weie being fifty In attendance the one-fl..were elected members of the associa- counted, fifty more votes came in will apply on return rate. If less than
from a local source. Of course, these fifty, then there will be charged full
tion.
rate each way. This rate will apply
The report of Secretary R. H. Han- votes could not be counted.
0
Queen Jessie llfeld of the twenty-fift- to all points In New Mexico, and will
na was submitted, read and approved
territorial fair. Is a niece of include El Paso and Trinidad. Each
A Fox No. 3 brand new $100 unre
The, president appointed a special
benefit of this recommittee to audit the reports and Messrs. Bernard and Noa llfeld, who one, to secure theprocure
a certificate
must
books of the secretary and treasurer, are among the most prominent peo- duced rate,agent
deemed typewriter for sale cheap by
at starting point that
She Is a very at- from the
consisting of Messrs. MeMillen and ple of the city.
tractive brunette, of small figure, and full fare was paid going, and this cerFergusson.
arrival here,
The secretary presented the appli- the youngest of three children. She tificate must be filed, on A.
Keen.
born at Santa Fe about twenty with Grand Secretary A.
cations of B. M. Read and John P, was
Victory, of Santa Fe, for reinstate- years ago, and received her education
0
"THE MAN YOU CAN TRUST"
ment. The applications were favor- In the east.
McLEAN, SEAL PIRATE
are showing, for the Fall
Miss
Ufeld
In
arrived
city
this
In
the
Southwest.
upon
gentlemen
the
ably acted
Establishment
The Largest
and these
morning on the Las Vegas excursion.
and Winter season, new deARRESTED AT LAST
were ordered reinstated.
Interesting Addresses Made.
signs In
NEXT TO 8T. ELMO
118 RAILROAD AVENUE
Hon. A. A. Freeman, of Cansbad, OLD LAND MARKS
Washington, D. C, Sept. 20. Capread a paper on "The Bench and Bar;
ARE DISAPPEARING. tain Alexander Mclean was arrested
Their Relations to Each Other and to
According to the Outlook, one by one Monday at Victoria, B. C, by the
the Public." The papvr was of great
Canadian authorities, at the request
the old land marks In White Oaks of
interest to the association and highly disappear.
the American consul, acting for
The last one to go Is the
entertaining. Upon motipja the adthe department of justice, under In
dress was ordered printed and distri- old "McDonald "castle." In the early dictment obtained more than a year
buted by the secretary to all mem- days, when everything was booming, ago, on the charge of conspiracy in
bers of the profession In New Mexico. and the dust In the .street was gold, fitting out the schooner Carmenclta
Attorney W. C. Wrigley, of Raton, it was occupied for a long time by in violation of
sealing laws. A
And also a full line of
favored the association with a dis- Judge Le Compe of Kansas and by telegram receivedtheat the state depart
course upon the law of community V. C. McDonald, before he became ment announcing the arrest, says that
property in New Mexico, which he manager of the Carrizozo ranch. Of the Carmenclta had been refitted unwas requested to reduce to writing In late years it fell Into "inocuous desue- der the name of the Aculplo, of al
order tlift he ecretaiy might have tude" or was used only as a shelter leged Mexican registry, with a crew
The saving of time means comfort.
the tn;ne spread upon the minutes of for bats, owls and erats, who had no made up of as choice a band of rob
Our prices are the lowest.
respect for the
historic edi- bers and
The saving of labor means ease. The
the meeting and itlerred to the stand- fice.
as ever manned
ing committee on law reform.
saving of money means economy. All
This week Former Sheriff R. D. a pirate craft since the days of Cap
A committee was appointed to draft
Kldd."
tain
these savings can best he attained by
Armstrong
are
Grandpa
Tarbell
and
suitable resolutions upon the death of
305 Railroad Avenge
Installing a
Hon. E. L. Bartlett, late secretary of carrying It to another part of town, BRYANS READY TO
the material of which It was
0
0
the association, and attorney general where can
START AROUND WORLD.
be put to further use.
of the territory, and upon the death of built
Lincoln, Neb., Sept. 20. Mrs. and
hi. C. Ford, of Las Vegas, also an honMrs. William J. Bryan, accompanied
ored member of the association.
by
their son and daughter, William
An adjournment was then taken unIn dollars and cents they cost no more. In quality they are
and Grace, will leave tomorrow for
til 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
Southwestern Electrlc!& Construction Co.
superior. In durability t hey last longer. One-thir-d
better than
their tour of the world. They will
Banquet at Alvarado Toniaht.
new
our
any
You
cordially
examine
to
are
Invited
most
other.
Bail
from San Francisco for Japan,
An elegant banquet will be served
line,
September 26, stopping at Honolulu
at 9 o'clock tonight at the Alvarado.
METAL
STOCK - MONEY
W0CL
Electrical Pumping Plants
a
day or two. They will spend some
Plates have been laid for sixty guests
In
time in the Philippines, visit Auswho will comprise the leading mem
Of Every Description
tralia and New Zealand, and reach InOld stoves taken at a fair valuation.
bers of the bar of New Mexico.
Agents
dia in the winter. They will spend
for the Crocker-Wheele- r
Attorney M. E. Hiekey will preside
St. Louis Wool Market.
next summer in the large cities of
Dynamos and
Ave,
over the banquet as toastmaster and
McBRAIN
Gold
FURNITURE
THE
CO.,
205
Louis, Mo., Sept. 20. Wool mar- Europe. Mr. Bryan expects to be
Motors.
that the lawyers will have an enloya ketSt.steady;
me
western
territory
and
gone
ui
less than a year.
Store and Residence Wirble time Is assured by the following diums, 23?i 2tic; fine medium, 2&2tic;
ing a Specialty.
toasts that will be made:
All
nne,
ANNIVERSARY
THE
OF
lsigzuc.
"Irrigation Legislation In New Mexwork fully guaranteed.
MASSACRE OF PAOLI.
ico," G. A. Richardson.
Agents for the celebrated
Chicago Live Stock.
West Chester, Pa., Sept. 20. Sev"Revision of New Mexico Stat"Gyrofans."
See them
20.
Chicago,
Sept.
Cattle Receipts, eral thousand people from the surutes," W. H. H. Llewellyn.
In European Hotel Ressteady; beeves, $3.76
rounding districts Joined the citizens
"Separate courts Trial and Appel- 21,000; market$1.40(fj;4.40;
taurant.
5.60; cows,
and of West Chester today In celebrating
late," W. C. Wrlggley.
We give tickets for the
Texans, $3.35
the 128th anniversary of the massa"Advantages of a Legal Educa- feeders, $2.404.50;
Piano Contest.
cre of Paoll. The Sons and Daughtion to the Business Man," W. H. 4.50; westerns, $3.1565.10.
Sheep Receipts,
30,000;
market ters of the American Revolution were
Member National ElecGreer.
steady; sheep, $3.t0 5; lambs, $3.65 in charge of the arrangements of the
"The Bar," James G. Fitc'n.
trical Contractors' As7.
memorial celebration on the grounds
"The Bench," Judge Ira A. Abbott.
sociation.
In front of the Malvern monument.
Because all our oys"The legislature The Voice of the
Kansas City Live Stock.
216 SOUTH SECOND ST.
The program consisted of music, sing
People," Ralph E. Twitchell.
ters are shipped direct
adKansas City, Mo., Sept. 2u. Cattle
ing of patriotic songs, several
"The laaies," Judge A. A. Freeon
best
from
the
beds
Receipts, 11,000; maiket strong to 10c dresses and the decorating of the monman.
coast,
the Atlantic
higher; native steers, $4 6; southern ument, which was erected in 1877,
OeOaOeOiO S
cows, just 100 years after the massacre.
steers, $2.35 3.75; southern
direct to us In AmerSTATEHOOD CONFERENCE
$1.75fi3; native cows and heifers, The monument is a modest shaft of
ican Oyster Carriers.
The Colorado Telephone Co.
$1,754)3.25;
stockers
and feeders, Quincy granite, appropriately InscribADJOURNS UNTIL FRIDAY $2.5li
Under this patent
4.25; bulls, $3.25; calves, $3 ed and surrounded by an iron railing.
Room 18, N. T. Armijo Building.
method, no Ice or
6.35; western steers, $3 4.75; westThe massacre occurred during the
LEAGUE AFFECTnight of September 20, 1777. The
ern cows, $1.75 3.40.
water comes In conORGANIZATION
ED INFORMAL
Sheep Receipts, 3,000; mark-- t 5 to troops under General "Mad Anthony"
tact with the oysters,
Do you realize that you can get
THIS MORNING WITH JUDGE 10c higher;
$4.25 5.25; Wayne, retreating fiom the battle of
muttons,
modern telephone service today for
and no chemical preFREEMAN AS CHAIRMAN .
lambs, $5.507; range wethers, $4.25 Brandywlne, were surprised by the
what you are paying for Inferior serservative Is ever used.
5; fed ewes, $3.75 4.
British troops under General Gray,
vice?
statehood conferThe
and many of them were massacred in
Inner recepThe
ence met at the Casino this morning DEMING FORGING
the most brutal manner.
The only long distance transmitters
tacles holding the oysat 10 o'clock. Informal organization
and
receivers; wall or desk sets; long
kept
ters
aie
LODGES
OF
SUBORDINATE
was perfected with Judge A. A. Freetime contracts, as you wish; lowest
ALONG NICLYE
by Ice and
man, of Carlsbad, chairman, and A. B.
ARCAUM ASK INJUNCTION.
rates.
AfMeMillen, of this city, secretary.
are sealed, making it
New York, Sept. 20. A meeting of
George L. Shakespeare and sister, the executive committee appointed hy
ter considerable conferring It was reoysImpossible
for the
solved to adjourn the meeting tu Fri- Mrs. Bush, came in iron. Doming this representatives of subordinate counter receptacle to be
day morning at 10 o'clock at the Com- morning and were welcome callers at cils of the Royal Arcanum, has deOUR COAL YARD
opened until It reaches
mercial club, to be called to order by The Citizen oflice. Mr Shaki-nearcided to bring proceedings at once
Is chock full of coal that will gladdea
Jiulfie. Fri'ciiian. Governor Stover, A. is the publisher and
us hence "Sealshlpt."
editor oi(the' to nstrain the enforcement of the
your heart and warm your honaa
C. Aldrich, Judge Lee, Judge Adams, llclliitltr IL.iHii'ht
un.l in til.. I f.llTA
recently enacted by the suFUl your bins lot
when Its cold.
B. S. Rodey, Col. A. W. Harris and of his conversation
stated that "the preme council to take effect October
next winter now and avoid tb rasa.
Windmill City" is forging ahead nicely 15. The application for ho Tnjuno-ttioFOUR REASONS Why you bhoulj use no other oysters.
others present supported tills view.
Just befo-- e the adjournment of this and many contemplated improvements,
LOOK
will be made to the United
FIRST The oyster goes direct from the shell to the carrier.
morning's conference, Col. W. S. on paper for the past few years, are States court of Massachusetts.
American Block coal, the best Gallup
SECOND
of
The
us,
no
comes
to
carrier
direct
mixture
with
Hopewell arrived at the Cuslno with actually being put Into execution.
mined. Cerrillos Lump, the standard
ice, water, or
Hon. Llewellyn Powers, congressman Detnlng Is one of the best little
Dr. William Sparks, of Pecostown,
heating coal. All sizes of bard eoml
They
you
are
THIRD
by
to
our
delivered direct
drivers, or at
from tre fourth district of Maine and towns south of the metropolis, and Is in the city, combining business
our market, with all their natural flavor retained.
WOOD
former governor of that state. Mr. this paper Is pleased to hear good with pleasure, the latter being attendFactory wood, $3.00 full load; Oreea
Powell was Invited to address the con- news about it.
ance upon the fair.
FOURTH You're always ea!"e In buying oysters from us because
Mill wood, $2 00 fuil load.
we handle ".SealHhipt" oysters only. We wouldn't allow a tub shipped
ference on the statehood question and
will do so at t he meeting on Friday
oyter to come Into our shore.
Eureka White Lime.
morning. Judge Freeman announced
When you want oysters, come to headquarters, to a store that
COAL YARD.
HAHN'S
thit ft the adjourned meeting on Frimakes a specialty of them.
Auto Phone, 416.
Colo. Phone, 44
day, complete organisation would be
OWN
WE
LENSES
OUR
GRIND
perfected.
On tomorrow the statehood question
will be one cf the main features of
For the reason that we can guarantee all glasses prescribed ly us.
TO
the mammoth tradts' display parade,
as It wi rave two magnificent floats.
Are cordiallv iuvit. tn make our store headquarters,
( un e in and
Th Casino v as filled with Joint stateuse our
204 Wist K.U'oart Ave.
Mail Order Solicited.
and city directory. Ask your frieuds
hood liniaure Ill's morning.
Joint
aa in the
DEBBER OPTICAL CO.
Matf hood buttons ae everywhere In
city about the kind of ice cream we are serving.
evidence and there must be at least
-Gold Ave.
S.iioii people wearing them.
B. H. BRIQGS &. CO.
Ladies, as well as gentlemen, are
Optometry
fJ:
Member
of
Doard
of
Kxaminers.
ll K
i
rrop. Aar.ao rnanuacy.
2
u..ib
3
Invited to the meeting at the club FriTim
day morning at 10 o'clock.
(lower

visit the Greatest Store
the Southwest.
largest and best assortment of Dry
to be had are shown

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
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Suits - Coats - Skirts
Waists - Furs - Sweaters
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ROSENFIELD, the Pawnbroker
Pawn-Brokin-
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Carpets, Rugs, Matting. Linoleum,
Curtains, Portieres and Draperies

Time, Labor
and Money

Blankets, Comforts and Pillows

old-tim-

Albert Faber,
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WHERE, OH WHERE, ARE THE
BALL PLAYERS OF YESTERDAY?

I
CLIFTON, 11.
TRINIDAD, 4.

Though Trini lii'l triumphed over
Albuquerque on Monday, they were
so far outclassed by Cifion In yesterday's afternoon s game that a compar-sovould iv.c'in a great contrast. It
was a shame for Clifton to take the
money. They Marled In with three
runs In the f cond inning, and by
pegging one or two. as the occasion
demnnded, nan'' il up at the end of
to the good,
the ninth wit'i
u Ji from running
and clear out of
bases, The nun of the hoe on the
side of the Colorado were out of

SILV.ERWMRE
RESTAU RANTERS,

n

... fJMf

,

WEDNE8DAY, SEPT. 20, 1905.

Good
Good
Good

Silver-plate-

d

Silver-Plate-

d

Silver-Plate-

Teaspoon,

75c per dozen.
Soup Spoons, $1.50 per doz.
Forks, $1.50 per dozen.

ATTENTION

!

Good Silver-PlateTable Knives, $1.00 a set.
Alto Roger' Plain and Fancy Tableware.
These Special Prices for Fair Week Only?'
d

e!i-e-

lied Pun Hrouthers as the leading
A'as for batsmen, pair y pair.
league,
The wind has blown thorn nil away. batsman in the National
is having a hard time holding down a
In vain we seek them hero anil tlu re
benh in t he New York state league.
Where are t h o hall toshers of
Pan Hrouthers, by the way, manages
the I'oughkeepsie Club,
What has become of the men who a
Hilly Hamilton Is manager of the
few years aeo
rifled tln country Harrlsburg Outlaw league team.
with their hull playing? is often
Duck Kwing Is leading the islmple
asked. Well, here's what some of life In Cincinnati.
them are doing:
Tom Hums, once star out fielder of
John M. Ward, once rap'ain of the the Hrooklyn team, Is In business in
old New York Giants, is a prominent the city of churches.
New York lawer and golfer. He has
Hilly Joyce, of the same team, Is In
handled and won some famous cava business In St. I.ouls.
at the bar.
Sam Thompson, one of the original
Jack Glasscock, oncp a grand short-fiel- liig Four, Is In business In Detroit.
player, in doing carpenter work
Hugh Puffy Is managing the Philles
at Wheeling. W. Va
and promises to rank as high. In this
Red Ehret. the
role ns he did when playing.
twlrler of fame. Is umpiring In the
Jack Stivetts of Hoston Is driving a
Southern Ioaaite and dodging yellow brewery wagon In a Pennsylvania oil
county.
lever perms.
Harry Stovey. who stole 120 bases
Mike Tlenian, greatest of oH time
In one season, is paring a beat, in uni- sluggers, has a buffet In an eastern
form and swinging a club instead oT a city.
ball bat.
Orator O'Rotirke, a famous league
Clarence (Cupid Child, who In '2 catcher and fielder, Is manager of
I

d

e

EACH ABIDES HIS
DESTINED HOUR
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WORKING IN MESILLA
VALLEY FOR IRRIGATION.
The Las Cruceg chamber of commerce, at fae suggestion of the officers
of the Water Users' association, have
wired B. M. Hall, supervising engineer of the United States reclamation service, requesting his further
aid in promoting the objects of the association, the Bame being the promotion of the Engle, or Elephant Butte
uam. me citizen or that place Bays
that it is tne intention or the association to get Mr. Hall to make a few
addresses in tho linnr nnii Inurpr nro.
clncts for the purpose of explaining
to the farmers the proposition submrt-teby the government in the matter
of the Engle project. This Is a good
move and it is hoped that Mr. Hall
will find it convenient to respond to
tne request.
d

Are You Engaged?
Engaged people should remember,
that, after marriage, many quarrels
can be avoided, by keeping their digestions in good condition with Electric Hitters, s. A. Brown, of Hennefts-ville- ,
S. C, says:
"For years my wife
suffered intensely from dyspepsia,
complicated with a torpid liver, until
she lost her strength and vigor, and
became a mere wreck of her former
self. Then she trle.l Electric Bitters,
which helped her at once, and finally
made her entirely well. She is now
strong and healthy." All druggists sell
and guarantee them, at 50 cents a lot- -

Interesting to Students,
The schools and colleges will soon
open for the fall term and there will
be many self reliant young men and
women who will be looking for a
good way to earn their expenses. The
Four-TracNews, the great illustrated monthly magazine of travel and
education, appeals to Intelligent read
ers and students who will find it easy
to secure subscriptions for It. The
terms to persons soliciting subscriptions are extremely liberal and offer
a very generous margin of profit. It
will pay any one interested to write
to the publisher, George H. Daniels,
See the window display of the Rio
7, Hast 42nd street. New York, for
Grande Woolen Mills at the Globe
full particulars.
store, then ask for those $3.60 walkCheapest disinfectant Is Hahn's Eu- ing skirts.
reka lime. Safe and effective.
"Drip, drip, drip, oil everywhere"
Bargains In saddles and harness at better cook with safe gaa.
Keleher's, 406 West Railroad avenue.
Whitewash your chicken house with
Subscribe for The Evenlne Citizen. Hahn's Eureka white lime.

NOW

IS

Nature Helps

THE
Mi-o--

na

TIME

TO

GET

The summer months are the best
year for the treatment
and cure of stomach troubles. The
r
life, with natural exercises,
the fruit and berries which are bo
freely eaten, all help to-- restore
healthy acUon to the digestive organs.
Now when nature will aid
la curing indigestion and giving
strength to the stomach and whole'
digestive system, li the best time to
use this remarkable remedy.
out-doo-

;

a

WELL

If you suffer with headaches, Indigestion, flatulency, specks before the
eyes, fermentation, heart burn, dizziness, or hae a variable appetite, and
a general feeling of despondency of
weakness, It shows clearly that the
stomach Is not digesting the food as
it should.
Just one little tablet out of a 60
cent box of
for a few days,
and all this will be changed for the
better, and health restored. Ask
J. H. ORklly & Co. to show you the
guarantee.
a

A

ark
Quigley Caught Llewellyn Off Hit
Base in the Third Inning.
breath, too, bur tiny were spent from
chasing hits. Clifton ripped off five
the first half of the ninth, and It was
a ciear case of "shelf" on the part of
Loekbard. He was about all In.
On the other hand, Trinidad had but
one look In In the whole nine Innings.
With two men out In the elglith, Clark
reached the initial sack on an erratic
throw of Quilling.
Bell slammed it
out for- a base, and Owen got a sack
on an error of Quigley at second.
Clark scored and Bell followed him in

Improvement Company
During the next two years will expend nearly FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS IN IMPROVEMENTS on their property covering the heights on the
east of the city. SILVER AVENUE, from its situation, and from improvements contemplated, together with the adjacent blocks comprises the very
cream of the entire addition. WORK ON THIS SECTION WILL BEGIN
AT ONCE. The Improvements planned are the grading of streets and
blocks, the construction of water works and the laying of mains, the planting of trees, the building of brick or cement sidewalks, etc. In response to
a demand, and contrary to a usual custom, we will offer the best FIRST.
The blocks on both sides of this avenue, 80 feet in width, will be sold only in

Building Sites of 100x132 Feet

'
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Clifton
Trinidad
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..00000004

Daniels, c. f
Sears,
Quigley, 2 b
Mevers, c
O'Brien, s. s
Williams, 1. r
Quilling. 3 b
Welsbecker, r. t.
Merkle, p
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0
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6
5
0
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0
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0
0
1

0
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0

4
0
1

2

4

3
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1
1
0
0
0

0
0
2

0
0

33

4

4 27 14

8

4
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Totals

0

2

0
0
0
0
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Bennett, 1. f
Llewellyn, r. f
Lockard, p

1

3

2

10.

Double plays

Ott to Bell to Sears.
Berry and Quliling.

YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL.

At New
York

II
11

7
York-N- ew

Philadelphia
Second game

New York

Philadelphia
At Cleveland
Cleveland
Detroit
Second gam2
Cleveland
Detroit
At Washington
Washington

R

H

5

11

0

2

R

H

0
3

6
8

R

H
9
5

H
i;

t;

H
2
7

Boston

Second game
Washington

H
C,

7

10
10

National League.
:
R H E
At Chicago
0
Chicago
8 16
"SHINB Oil POLISH, EDWARD?" Cincinnati
0
6 11
K H E
At Philadelphia
Fred Racik, newsboy and bootblack, Philadelphia
3
2
11
home town San Francisco, has reached New
2
1
9
York
London. He went there for the exSecond game
R H F.
press purpose of shining the shoes of
1
2
0
King Edward "and I won't charge Philadelphia
2
2
9
York
him a cent." said Fred. He left Frisco New Brooklyn
At
In April, l:M, with 15 cents In his
Hrooklyn Boston games postponed;
pocket, and shlne.l his way to Washington, where he. blacked President rain.
Roosevelt's shoes. He worked his
Western League.
passage across tho Atlantic by
At Omaha
R H K
and after spending a
2
13 16
Omaha
iu Liverpool, where he "shlned" St. Joseph
f
8
4
the lord mayor, he tramped to Un-don- .
K H K
Second tame
2
H
Omaha
6
After having Iindon he will make St. Joseph
5
2
his way to Paris aud Berlin with his
R H E
At les Moines
eyes on the txots of ITesident Ixrubot IV Moines
0
4
2
0
and tho kaiser.
0
!
Pueblo
shoe-blackin-

few-day- s
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C. BALDRIDGE,

President.
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BITTNER, Treasurer.

M. P. STAMM,

Sec.

&

Selling Agt.

ALFONSO WANTS ONE GLORIOUS
HOUR

IN

THE BULL RING

1

Summary.
Earned runs Trinidad 2, Clifton 5.
Two base hits Meyers.
Three base hits Welsbecker.
Passed halls Rounds 2.
Wild pit- lies Lockard 2.
Bases on balls Off Urckard 3; off
Merkle 5.
Struck out By Merkle ll;by Lockard 11.
Left on bases Trinidad 7; Clifton
Sacrifice bits

We are Independent for we Hold the
HEIGHTS! II Yot Know their Valtie

1
1

9

lbb

accordingly.

04

Trinidad.
ab r lb po a

Owen, s. s
Rounds, c
Ott, 3 b

Hoston

to be determined
later by the board of directors, after the Improvements are made. These
deposits will be numbered in the order received, and choice will be allowed
A Jo0 deposit will secure an option on a site, the price

311

Clifton.
ab r lb po a

Clark,
Berry,

Only Sixty Sites on this Avenue

12345G789

..

At St. Louis
St. Louis

tA

Permitting six residences to a block. No time limit for building will be
Imposed, but all deeds will contain a clause prohibiting the maintenance of
factories, stores, saloons, etc. Also $3,500.00 will be the minimum cost allowed for the construction of residences, exclusive of yards and outbuildings. In addition, a building line of thirty to forty feet will be Incorporated
in the deed. In fact, this avenue will be handled with the intention of making it the beautiful residence section its natural topography Justifies.

The Puffy Umpire Told Round
Where to Sit in the Eighth for Boisterous Coaching.
on a single by Hounds. Ott tore out
another
into center, scoring both
Owen and Rounds. The side was retired by Bennett hitting an easy one
to first base. With the exception of
this let down, Merkle had the Trinidad Blues toing throughout the game,
and the band played "Ain't That a
Shame," as the last man went out.
Score by Innings:

Chicago
F

JEWELER

The Terrace Addition

(eenchV

American League,

SHINING TOURIST.

M' J

Cure Stomach Troubles in Short Order

in the whole

Kube Waddell will probably carry
off the strike out record for 1905.
Pitcher Lee, playing the outfield for
Toledo, leads the American Association in home runs.
Dlneen wan'ts to get away from the
Boston Americans: Says his pitching
arm is affected hy cold Hub winds.
tor the life of me," says Jeffries,
"I can't see a man on the fighting
horizon worth fighting."
Not that
Jeff is looking for more scrap honor.
He was merely discussing the game.
Jeff says he could whip Hart, John
son, Ruhiln and McCormick all in
one night, one right after the other.
Jimmy Gardner, since his defeat of
Buddy Ryan, is looking in on the welterweight championship. Gans should
get busy.
W. W. One, famous shot putter, has
entered .Michigan putting the finishing touch on his years spent at Harvard, Oxford and other colleges.

LEADING

'.(.

Sum

two-minut-

In the American Association Kan
sas City is impregnably Intrenched at
the bottom.
"Curly" Brown, well known starter
In western turf world, has quit the
racing game and will manage a thea
ter at Cincinnati.
John W. Gates Is to race a stable
next season, under his own colors or
those of C. E. Durnell, who will train
for him.
A notable addition to Columbia's
foot ball squad is Marc Hurley, champion amateur bicycle rider and skilled
basket ball player.
Teslgned
Harold Vanderbilt
ha
from the management of the HarvSrd
foot ball team to devote his time to
studies.
Now it is said Nelson may sidestep
his talkative manager.
Nolan has
earned perpetual retirement with jiis
tongue.
Kiley Grannan has drawn down his
book at the New York tracks. Grannan was reported $60,000 winner on
the season last July, but successive
reverses put him to the bad.
Peter Maher remember him? is
going to fight flfteeen rounds with
Jack Williams, a strapping iron mold-e- r,
near Philadelphia. For the graveyard championship, maybe.
. The five leading pitchers. In their
order, of the National League, are:
Leever, Pittsburg; Mathewson, New
York; Ames, New York; Hildehrand,
Pittsburg; Wiltse, New York.
George Tebeau's scheme to put a
third big league in the field, with
rival teams in Washington, and Brooklyn, caused one of the big magnates to
suggest a commission to go over to
Louisville to examine George's head.
When the Iowa University foot ball
team opens the season, Governor Cummins will kick off.
Joe Kelley claims the Phillies have
al)out the strongest infield in the

E VE1RI T T

The big tent the main show will open Its doors about April 1, 1S06, but to prevent disappointment
to those waiting first choice of the best sites on what will be the residence street par excellence of
the city of Albuquerque, we submit the following announcement.

,

s

AVENUE

WE ARE NOT READY, BUT THE PUBLIC IS

Said a horse with a saturine smile,
Wihich ran away once in a while,
" 'Tis not that I like
To occasionally hike.
Hut simply the hours to beguile."
e
Then he cantered a
mile.

hard-fough-

During the last few years there
have been repeated rumors that the
famous Kosedale mine had been sold
or that a sale of the property was
pending. All rumors of a sale, however, have proven to be false.
It can now be stated positively that
the sale has been made, says the Socorro Chieftain.
About eight months urn L. R Rab-cock of Kelly, who was connected!
with the recent sale of the famous
Kelly mine, secured an option on the
Rosedale mine. Mr. Rabcock setabouti
finding purchasers for the property,
and finally succeeded In interesting
certain Indiana capitalists.
A sale was made to these gentlemen
only a few days ago. A company was
organized and will take iossession of
the property about the first of next
,
month.

after his
mining interests and reildes In Cin
cinnati.
Hilly Hallman plays with Savannah
during the summer an does minstrel
stunts when the snow flies.
Sam Dungan plays with Memphis
and leads ire team vir.i t'le wiliow.
Herman Long-- once th- - greatest of
shoitstopi, Is rii'iTii'irf the es Mjines
tt'iin.
Itoger Connor is well fisej financially and is playing a good gam-- with
Waterbury, Conn.
"Dummy" Hoy is taking life quietly
at Cincinnati. He owns a farm.
Bob Carrouthers is umpiring in the
Western league.
And there are numerous others
whose whereabouts and station In life
are unknown to the writer.

BREVITIES

t-

NEAR SOCORRO.

for Toledo.
Hlddy McPhoe Is looking

RAILROAD

-

There is a tinge of autumn In the air and the wooded 'hillsides are
tuming from green to gold. The foliage of the forests have caught and imprisoned the sun's fiery rays and are uplifting their red banners in flaming farewell to the departing season. There Is a crlspness in the morning
air that betokens a lengthened coldness throughout the day.
-e
In
ceaseless march of srasons the rotating days marshal their forces of athletics who "abide their little hour and go their way." Just now the hero of
t
many
battles of the diamond is beginning to lag super-flouThe glory of the pennant chase has been awarded in the National
League by the fickle goddess of chance, but like a coy and doubting maiden
she is hesitating in thte American League between bestowing her gilded
charms upon a heavy-eyed- ,
buckled and belted Quaker from the Keystone
state, or a frowsy-toppeyoung Lochinvar who has strode out of the west.
In a few biief days the racua voice of the umpire will be seTled in the
land. The leather sheathed veteran of the diamond will slide back Into
the engulfing maze of private life and the tears of farewell will be lost in
the pleasant wrinkles that coruscate the broadening smile of welcome that
greets the doughty hero of the gridiron as his huge padded form arises
gladiator like from the obscurity of a season dead and gone.
The diamond hath its heroes no less renowned than the gridiron. Each
In his way typifies the best there 1b In Btrenuous sport.
Trooping to the colleges, to the schools, to the universities, are the
sturdy young men of the land. With healthful minds and bodies they will
enter upon their studious preparation for the battle of life. From the ranks
of these young men will be chosen the teams that will embody the hopes,
inspire the cheers and awaken the rouses of the great student bodies of the
various seats of learning. It Is well to let the hopes burn brightly and the
cheers ring merrily, noisily but the muses should lie firmly reduced to
the minimum of gentle, even Innocuous inactivity.
As we pathetically
press the palm of the departing ball player and bid him "bon voyage," let
us toss our hats for the approaching ymlol of zips and
s
while we
cry:
Hail and farewell."

.

c

first

SPORTING

... ..

IMPORTANT MINE SALE

the Hrblgeport. Conn., tram, and tne
moving spirit of the organization.
Van Haltren Is i mining the Oakland,
Cal., team.
Jack Doyle, the famous Baltimore
Infielder, Is putting up a good game at

DOWN
AFTER
YOUNG KING RISKS HIS LIFE, BUT WILL SETTLE
HE HAS A MUSEUM IN WHICH ARE MEMENTOS OF
MARRIAGE
HE TICKLES THE BISHOP.
HIS MANY NARROW ESCAPES

Madrid, Sept.

19.

King Alfonso has king.

To one of them Alfonso made

started a private museum in one of the rejoinder, "I am willing to conthe rooms of the royal palace at Mad- fess, but not to obey," a reply that so
rid, in which he is making a collection tickled the veteran bishop of Toledo,
of mementoes of his numerous escapes to whom it was made, that he telefrom disasters.
The chief items in the collection
are two rugs, made from the skins
of horses that were killed by the
bomb thrown at his majesty when tie
was driving with President Loubet in
Paris this summer. Another trophy Is
a Spanish military kepi peppereil with
gunshot Alfonso was wearing the hat
one day when out shooting with several young Spanish grandees. One of
them was attacked with "busk" fever,
and fired bis gun straight at the king,
who escaped by a miracle, his hat being shot away.
Under glass are the front teeth of a
pet bulldog that bit Alfonso severely
in the hand last year. The king killed
the dog with a revolver and kept the
teeth as a reminder of his escape.
A petition which was being presented to tne king on the day of his cor
onation, three years ago, by a nuinj
who wanted to assassinate the young
monarch, has an honored place in the
museum. Part of the steeling gear of
his automobile that went wrong in
the streets of Madrid a few weeks a'o
while Alfonso was speeding
forty
miles an hour, rests on a shelf, as a
reminder tnat his majesty faces other
dangers besides assassinations.
A more serious memento Is a broken
walking stick, with which Alfonso pro
tected his royal head and inflicted a
sound thrashing on an assailant.
The Spanish newspapeis are constantly protesting against the reekleBs
manner in which Alfonso exposes himself to danger, and all the 'ulgh officials of the court at Madrid have endeavored to persuade hla majesty that
tti' ought to take greater care of himself.
To the court chamberlain, who recently urged the king to be more
moderate in his automobile speeding,
Alfonso leplied, "What will you say
wnen
go down In an automobile? I
am going to examine the bottom of
the esa on the first opportunity."
Hishops and cardinals
have also
tried their hands at curbing the boy
1

graphed it to the Vatican.
When he marries, Alfonso says he
will settle down, but before bis wedding day he expresses his desire to
spend ONE GLORIOUS
HOUR IN
THE LULL RING.
The constant reports of the royal
princesses whom Alfonso is to marry
cause the king great amusement, and
he is reiM)ited to have started a col-- ,
lection of photographs of the girls
mentioned from time to time as his
probable bride which he labels "my
young
The
narrowest escapes."
princesses thus far mentioned s the
next queen of Spain are:
Piinc-esVictoria, of Prussia, aged!
a--

SfJflrW-T-

13.

Irincess Victoria, of Ilattenburg..
aged IS.
Patricia,
of t'onnaugh,
Princess
aged lit.
Princess Olga, of Cumberland, aged b ubnrg, aged
Print-es-

Princess Wiltrude, of Eavaria, aged aged 21.
Princess
21.
Princess Marie Antoinette, of Meck- - 23.

FAIR

21.

Heat rice, of

Iuise,

MERCHANT

SOMETHING NEW
AT THE LAS VEGAS

k

AND

FESTIVAL.

UTAmS

OVER

of

Saxe-Cobur-

Orleans, aged

TAILORING
NO

209

WEST

BINI, PROPRIETOR.

Novelty is what we all want. Many
persons spend thousands of dollars
every year searching for something
new. Perhaps you're one of those who
desire newness. Take our word for
It, between September 26 and 29, you'll
find it near home.
You won't have to spend much money nor go very far to see it, either.
Vegas fair and festival.
Go to the
cents per mile
One and one-haeach way is all it will cost. Just 4
from Albuquerque to las Vegas and
return.
See the Santa Fe agent at once for
lf

My merchant tailoring shop Is upNo. 2oy West Railroad avenue, where I solicit the patronage of
tho public. All work guaranteed

stairs over

first-clas-

as I have had fifteen years' experience in the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
repaired. The specific I use will not
injure the cloth. Ladies' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give me a trial.
O. BAMBINI.

Have your float built and sign work
done by Stacy & Co., the only union
particular.
Ign writer in town.
Quier'a old
stand. Auto phone, 454; Colorado
Subscribe for The Evening Clttien. phone, 62.
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HE GIVES MONEY TO

OLD SORES

LITTLE BOYS AND GIRLS
EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY TH ERE ARE PENNIES
WHO CALL ON EDWARD J. COBB.

Old Sores are the result of a deeply
polluted, foul blood supplv. The Hood
with" poisons, and as it finds nu
is filk-outlet through the ulcer, the surrounding parts become diseased and the sore
rats deeper into the tissues and flesh and
becomes a pcruiuuent trouble.

THOSE

FOR

TrVFs

T7

ROOTED IN THE BLOOD

PAGE SEVEN.

FOR FAIR WEEK

WEST HAILROAD AVENUE
BETWEEN
mi

rm

i

I

iii

.SECOND

.i-

THIRD STREETS

Rome yenrs asro whit at work, I f11
and upvpicly lnlured hoJi
My blood hecnine poisoned
as a result, and the doctor told mo 1
would have rtinninit sores tor
anil
that if they wore cloned up discom-air-intthe result
r
would be fatal. Under this
report I left oiltheir treatment and

cvratruck
otmy chins.

AND ALL OTHER

lii.

resorted to the ure of 8. 8. 8.
were prompt and irratifvinir. ItsItefforts
took
only a abort while
the medicine to
entirely cure up the fur
ares,
and I am net
dead as the doctors intimated I wouli
be, neither have the sores ever broken
out Brain, and some twelve years have
elapsed since what I have described ocao a enally benecurred. Having-beefited by its Ube I can hoirtily re om.
as vh" one great I loed pnrifler.
it
tnnd
Wheeling. W. Va. J. V. 1'UNDIS.
Cara Sokinulback Brewing- Co.
Salves, powders, plasters, etc., do no
pood, and the sufferer Ke'9 disgusted and
often despairs of curing an old sore. The
trouble is in the blood and until the poisonous matter that is keeping tip the ulcer is
driven out the place cannot heal. S. S. S.
reaches these old sores through the Wood
by removing every particle of poison or
impurity from the circulation and building up the system. It makes the blood
healthy so that
as it circulates
to the diseased
parts the tissues

QBE STORE

n

EDWAKD J. COBB.
Carnegie and Rockefeller have as- five tots of a family in line.
The Idea came to the veteran matonished the world with their magnificent gifts to charity. But It has chinist long ago. When crowds used
been left to Edward J. Cobb a Balti- to congregate around his door to
more machinist, to make happy for the watch the furnace glow and the sparks
past twenty years 10U boys and girls fly. They became go much a part of
daily.
his dally life that to keep them comEvery day, except Sunday, rain or ing lie began giving them pennies. He
shine, either he or one of his repre- he given away about 6,000.
Although there have been several
sentatives, appear on a certain corner
near his machine shop, and 100 child- secretaries to give out the pennies
ren of all ages, color and sizes, are since the business grew so large Mr.
given their penny. Christmas there Cobb had to attend to It all the time,
Is a special fee of a nickel given to the youngsters never think the men
each of his little charges and the
penny giving lias become an event of dispenser , for Mr. Codd Geo. J. Rock
.1
1
anA VIii.fi. 4tie aa tila
great note In the lives of each of the '
predecessors were.
little ones.
Codd said: "I am glad to be able
There Is no discrmination except
that the first come are the first to give so much happiness to the littl
ones, and while I am no Rockefeller,
served.
charity does
little
The majority of the pennies are still I hope my
. 1.
..
If
If
.11
n-nu inrt-given to the youngsters who trot off sumeuiiug
iur muni;
to spend them. But In the throng isn't meant exactly as a charity. The,
are many of families so poor that the pennies are the youngsters' own, to do
pennies go toward keeping the little with them as they please, and they
tribe. It is not unusual to see four or generally do," and he laughed.
I

!

.

. V,

C

RETURNS

SANTA FE ELKS WILL

STOLEN

j

SHEEP

TO WILLIAM

GIVE BAZAAR OF NATIONS

u

FRASER

CELEBRATION TO BE PRIVATE DICK HUBER, OF THE
MOUNTED POLICE, HAS SUFFI-SIENCAPITAL CITY TO
EVIDENCE TO CONVICT
RAISE FUNDS TO BUILD OPERA
CLAUDE DOANE OF MURDER..
HOUSE.

UNIQUE
GIVEN

IN

T

Private Richard C. Huber, of the
Elks' Bazaar of Nations Is the
name of a unique celebration to be territorial mounted police, who Is In
given by the Santa Ye lodge, October Albuquerque to attend the fair, has
2 to 14. The bazaar Is to be under the
a busy man In the past few
management of Noble F. Martin of: been
weeks. He now has evidence enough
Utlca, N. Y., who Is In the city today' to place the noose around the neck
with the Santa Fe delegation to at-- ! of Claude Doane, and Uo to punish
tend the fair. The celebration promises the parties who stole sheep from Wilto be very successful and large liam A. Fraser, In the Estancia valcrowds from all the towns of central ley. Some time ago Private Huber
New Mexico are expected to visit the went to Los Padillas on a mission,
Capital City on the dates above men- and while there saw, in a business
tioned.
house of that town, a fresh sheep pelt
O. C. Watson Is president of the with newly marked ears. After a careaffair, and A. J. Fisher, secretary, ful examination
Mr. Huber discovered
and iboth of these gentlemen are In on the left side of the pelt a brand,
Albuquerque "today making arrange- which was found to be the letter "F."
ments for an excursion to Santa Fe
asked the owner of the pelt from
on Albuquerque day, which will be on He
whom It had been bought, and was
October 7th. It Is expected that tne told
that a man by the name of ManElks of this city will run the excur- uel Jaramlllo
was the man he had
sion.
paid for it. He said that Jaramlllo
The entertainment will be given In had sold him 103 head of sheep, in rea large tent, 60x90 feet, which will be turn for which he had given Jaraerected on one of the principal streets mlllo 180 in gold and a $10 bill. This
of the city. Booths will be erected was substantiated later on. when word
representing the different nations, was received by Private Huber that
America, Japan, Turkey, Italy, and Jaramlllo
was spending quite a little
Spain, will be the countries rep- gold in the neighliorlng towns. Huber
resented. In addition a country store then telegraphed
Mr. Fraser to come
on adarge scale will be conducted by, to IiOS Padillas. Mr. Fraser did so
the society folk of Santa Fe.
and was able to Identify the sheep.
Band concerts and dancing will c
turned over to Mr. Fraser pracindulged in every evening after the Huber
tically all of the stolen shesp.
Bazaar closes. A big time Is promHuber
On this same trip Private
ised everyone who takes the trip to succeeded in securing the second
The horse ridden by Walter Lyons, who
Santa Fe during the Bazaar.
money derived from the proceeds of was murdered near Ramah, McKin- the Bazaar will go Into the Elks ley county, some time ago. This
building fund, for the purpose of horse wa branded on the hip and
building an Elks Opera House at Santa shoulder with the figure "8," and it
Fe. Anyone who has ever been to a waB through these two brands and
show In Santa Fe knows that If the the deep bay color of the animal that
Capital City needs anything It Is a he was enabled to identify It. Huber
respectable play house.
now has both of the horses owned by
Lyons
the one ridden by Doane.
Engineers of the National Railroad in safe and
keeping In Albuquerque. The
company of Mexico are working to lo- only other evidence
he needs for tue
cate a law grade route for a branch conviction of the murderer of Lyons
line which Is to be built from San is the deceased man's saddle, and he
It is estimat- is pretty sure that It will be found
Felipe to Guadalajara.
ed that if a feasible route can be lo- In a few days, as he has evidence
cated the line will be built. The Na- which leads to the holder of the
tional has for a long time felt the same.
need of having its system extended to
Guadalajara, which Is the second city
Always Successful.
In size and Importance In Mexico.
When Indigestion becomes chronic
It Is dangerous. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
Numerous and Worthless.
Everything Is in the name when it will cure indigestion, and all trouble
comes to Witch Hazel Salve. E. C. De resulting therefrom, thus preventing
Dr.
Witt & Co., of Chicago, discovered catarrh of the stomach.
of League, W. Va., says: "To
some years ago how to make a salve
Indigestion
Buffering
specific
a
or
those
from
from Witch Hazel that is
for piles. For blind, bleeding, Itching sour stomach I would Pay that there
and protruding plies, eczema, cuts, Is no better remedy than Kodol Dysburns, bruises and ad skin diseases pepsia Cure. I have prescribed it for
De Witt's Salve has no equal. This a number of patients with good suchas given rise to numerous worthless cess." Kodol Dyspepsia Cure digests
Ask for Dp Witt's the what you eat and makes the stomach
counterfeits.
sweet. Sold by all druggists.
genuine. Sold by all druggists.
i

New-broug-
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WHAT
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Staple Dry Goods, Ladies' Notions and Furnishings
Furnishings and Ladies, Gentlemen's and Children Shoes

Gentlemen's
,

Of finer quality than sold for the same prices elsewhere in the city. The entire stock is new no old or shelf worn goods and every sale Is made
under an agreement that the purchase money will be refunded if purchasers are not satisfied In every particular. Ladles desiring the latest
fabrlce in dross materials will find In stock

Silks Sicilians Mohairs Henriettas Serges Yoils Broadctofes
NUNS' VEILING, EOLIENNES, CREPES, FLANNELS AND SUITINGS IN ALL PATTERNS AND SHADES. PRICES RANGE FROM
20c TO $3 PER YARD.
Supplementing the dress goods department are the choicest of White
Waistings, Wash Fabrics, Linings, and other staple dry goods. The
most beautiful and exclusive line of Ribbons and Neckwear Is being
displayed at reasonable prices. In Ladles' and Children's Furnishings we carry the

Superior Mentor Underwear

In both union and
excellent Hosiery, Muslin Undergarments in all grades and the Underskirts money can buy. The celebrated C. B. Corsets In all models; prices 50c to $2.50. Ladles' Kid
Cloves, $1 per pair all s'uades. Nothing to equal them In the city.
Try a pair and learn what elegant kid gloves are.

Especial Attention Is Galled to the Gentlamen's Furnishings
will be found Coat Shirts, Union Undergarments, QuarSpace forIn collars and the most beautiful of neckwear.
bids lengthy mention of this line, but a call at the GLOBE STORE
will convince the most fastidious that further search need not be
made for apparel which meets all requirements in quality, comfort
In

this stock

ter sizes

and style and reasonabless in price.

Grand Prize Winning

Shoes for Ladies, Gentlemen, Children

Our line of shoes Is one of the largest In the southwest and comprises all of the desirable styles and leathers. Diamond Brand Shoes
were awarded the highest prize for excellence by the St. Louis exposition experts, and hundreds of satisfied wearers of these shoes In Albuquerque will testify to the Justness of that award. You can buy
shoes in any Btore but you can got the best only at the GLOBS
.
STORE.

TO TELL THE WHOLE STORY OF RELIABILITY AND SUPERIOR QUALITY IN DRY GOODS, NOTIONS, FURNISHINGS AND SHOES IN
A FEW WORDS, WHEN SHOPPING, FIND

h

TERRITORIAL
WILL

POLICE

MOUNTED
APPEAR

ON WEST RAILROAD

When you have found that, enter the door beneath and your troubles will cease.

AVE.

CONEY ISLAND'S SECOND AND

OTTO L. RICE.

AMUSEMENTS

MOST BRILLIANT MARD1 GRAS
Brooklyn, N. Y., Sept. 20. The
annual Mardl Gras at Coney
opened with the preliminary
amusements of the occasion yesterday.'
This promises to be the most elaborate affair of the kind ever held in
this country, and certainly the gieat-es- t
that Coney Island has ever seen.
All of the building from Ocean Parkway to Sea Gate are gayly decorated
and tonight when the many millions
of colored electric light bulbs scattered among the other decorations,
are glowing with their brilliant rays,
the scene will be a truly gorgeous
one. The feature of the affair last

night was a pageant, consisting of
many illuminated and gayly decorated
floats, most of which had electricity as the propelling power. No
advertising floats were allowed in
the parade, as were last year, and according to the preparations already
completed this parade exceeded in
beauty and variety that of the first
Mardl Gras of Coney Island.
A feature of the fourth day of the
celebration will be a prize automobile
display, with prizes for the finest appearing and best equipped machine. A
floral parade and baby show will also
be a part of the program and the last
day will be the wind up of a glorious
closing carnival with its accompanying spoits and amusements.

New High Class
Vaudeville
at the
Casino Tonight

IN PARADE

One of the interesting features of
the parade tomorrow will be the territorial mounted police in battle array. The entire department. Including Captain John F. Fullerton, Lieutenant Baca, Sergeant Lewis and Pri-

vates Myers, McGrath. Dudley, Huber, Avent, Perea, Putnam and Bro-phwill appear mounted and with
full equipment, including guns and
cartridge beits. Some of these men
have already smelled the smoke of
battle and some of them have been
called upon to spdl blood in fulfilling
their duties as guardians of the peace,
although they have been In commission less than a year, and their appearance tomorrow will afford the
fair visitors an opportunity of Judging
for themselves whether this new
branch of the law is formidable or
not. The verdict will most likely be
In the affirmative.
The last of the
rangers to reach the city arrived this
morning from the south.

y,

Best for Children.
Mothers, be careful of the health of
your children. Look out for coughs,
colds, croup and whooping cough. Stop
them in time One Minute Cough
Cure Is the best remedy. Harmless
Contains no opiates.
and pleasant.
Sold by all druggists.

GREETING TO FAIR VISITORS
For I x 10 ; i v o k Q u a t y

t r t
TIFFANY

THE STORE OF RELIABILITY, OFFERS TO THE BUYING PUBLIC THE FRESHEST, NEWEST AND LATEST

strength-

ened and the
PURELY VEGETABLE,
"ore can heal
naturally and
permanently. If you have an old sore
or ulcer do not waste time with salves,
powders, plasters, etc., but write for our
Look and ask for any medical advice you
V make no charge for either.
wish.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Atlanta. Ga.
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT
OFFICE OF
OF AGRICULTURE,
THE SECRETARY, SEPTEMBER 11,
19ti. Notice is hereby given that the
secretary of agriculture, has, under
authority conferred by law, Issued an
amendment, described as amendment
No. 1, to Rule 2, To prevent the spread
or scabies In cattle. This amendment
withdraws from quarantine the following area: The states of Washington
and Oregon; all that part of the state
of Kansas, lying east of the western
boundary lines of the counties of
Smith, Osborne, Russell, Barton, Stafford, Pratt and Barber; all that part
of the state of Colorado lying west of
the summit of the Medicine Bow j ange
of mountains In Larimer county; the
west line of Boulder, Gilpin, Jefferson,
Teller, Custer, Huerfano and Las Animas counties; and also that part of
Colorado lying west of the ninth guide
medidian west In Fremont county;
the counties of Big Horn, Fremont,
Sweetwater and Uinta In the state of
Wyoming; all that part or tno state
of Texas lying east of the 100th meridian nf lnneltnde west of Greenwich
parand north of the twenty-nintallel of north latitude; the counties
of San Juan, Rio Arriba, Taos, Mc- Klnley, Bernalillo, Santa r e ana uiero
in the territory of New Mexico, and
all of the territory of Oklahoma, except the coutles of Woodward and
Beaver. The quarantine placed by
Rule 2 upon the above described territory shall cease to be effective) on
and after September 15. 1905, on and
aftr which date this amendment
shall become and be effective until
otherwise ordered.
Notice is also given that the secretary of agriculture has Issued an
after which date this amendment
No. 1, to the regulations of the secretary of agriculture covering the Incertification,
disinfection,
spection,
treatment, handling and method and
manner of delivery and shipment of
live stock, which Is the subject of
Interstate commerce. This amendment modifies Regulations 10, 19, 20,
21, 22 and 24. Copies of the amendment to Rule 2, and copies of tne
amendment to the regulations may be
obtained from the chief of the bureau of animal Industry, whose address Is Washington, D. C W. M.
Hays, Acting Secretary of Agriculture.

WEEKS

CONSULTING ENGINEERS FOR

PANAMA'S ISTHMIAN CANAL THE KNIGHTS OF THE MIDNIGHT SUN
Washington. 1). C, Sept. 20 The
board of consulting engineers for the
Isthmian canal commission, devoted
the time today to hearing tne explanation of the plans which Bunau
Varilla and Linden W. Hates, respectively, have formulated.
Varilla, who was engineer on the
canal under the French regime, told
the board that by his meinod the
canal could be built and put Into operation within five years. He proved
a lock canal, which could be deepened

Klelini & Eakin

TO THE SOUTHWEST

CALL AND SI3K TIIK KLiKCJANT DISPLAY

WILL DANCE ALL NIGHT

Grand Carnival Mask Ball
ELKS HALLSATURDAY,
WOODMKN

LIQUOR ANO CIGAR
DEALERS

M. BERGER
111

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

PRESSliSE BOILERS

Wholesale Grocers

Internally Fired Marine Type Boilers.
Cahall Water Tube Safety, and Return Tubular Boilers. Send us your
Specifications for Quotations.

1621 1639

Mfg. and

Bolthoff

Seventeenth Street,

ooooooooo

DENVER,

West Copper Avenue.

"EMPRESS."..

We are prepared to furnish, on phort notice, all sorts of

&

ADMISSION $1.00

The Happy Housewife

BOILERS

llendrie

23, '05

Who take pride In her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be bad by the use of
Empress mills flour. She knows ber
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful, and ber
cakes, pies and pastry dainty, delicate
and light.

lotootctototcotcc

HIGH

SEPT.

ORCHESTRA

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstom
and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A
H. C. Bohemian and Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Hottled Beers, and owners anr
catalopue am
distributors of the Alvarado Whiskey. Writ for our illustrated
price list. Automatic Telephone 199. Salesroom 111 South First Siren
Albuqueraue New Mexico

The

FOX'S JEWELRY STORE

to sea level In five years more. The
novel feature of the plan Is to construct locks from a foundation below
the sea level.
Mr. Bates' .plan provides for dams
on either Bide of the isthmus close to
the sea, conserving tae waters from
the streams Into two mammoth lakes.
He pointed out that this would eradicate the swamps and tend to revolutionize sanitary conditions on the Isthmus. Hates' plan does not obviate the
digging of the Cultbra cut.
WHOLESALE

t
l
IS TO NEW YORK

SO IS

GET ACQUAINTED

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

Supply Co.
COLORADO

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish
We Rive on our laundry work? Try It Bud ceo how durable it la.
Wi turn out linen, white a snow
it keeps it fliii.-h-.
Not lev tin
and r e f i run all specks or wriukl a.

AND LAS VEGAS

ALBUQUERQUE

1

No.

215 SOUTH SECOND STREET

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY

CO.

PRESCRIPTIONS

"Red Wagons'

RIGHT

ii

NEXT
'

At Consistent Prices

ICCI
i

TO

BANK.

OP COMMERCE

203 W. Railroad

Ave.

PAGE
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CITIZEN".

to take part in tfie confetti battle
Just before train time Saturday night;
hence, If you mo a marker on the
a cowboy
street that might i'mk like
and walk like one. it s ' I'ncle Dick."
Senator William KiU.ir, for many
years a reni.li n! of Lns Vegas and
is
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
then of Santa IV. but for the. iast several months a visitor to his son at
Fair tonight and Thursday; wlrmt Flagstafr, Ariz., arrived in the city today to attend the territorial fair.
ni north portion.
girls.
ail.
l'alrick l'owr.- - v.iu litis relatives
A TOAST.
city,
w
came
this
and
p.luiv
A 11
will remain a
i
a:i
Then fill the bowl away with Klnom In from El
.ft.ii
sicKiy
Mi. Powers Is now
l'i.vcouple
of
Our Joys snail always last!
For hope will brighten diys to com
master mechanic b r fie Sania Fe
road at L'l I'iivi, rn l is moving up the
And memory gild the past!
ladder Just like al good railroaders.
fails.
Miss Agnes Sols, of Isleta. Ir in th
Henry Orear, wife and children, forrlty. the finest of Miss K.itherlne merly of this fit y, but for the past
Fisher.
few years residing at Kelly, Socorro SEMLTER
PROMOTER
are here visiting former
S. E. Aldrlch, one of Onllup's prom county,
HERE ON A VISIT
Inent citizens, is here on business an friends and oi course to see the fair
sights. They will remain until Saturpleasure.
day, returning that evening to Kelly.
Fred Swope, a young gentlema
Ralph C. Ealy, of Demlng, came in
Julius Juib ll came down from I.as from the south this
from l.ax Veuas. formerly of Santa Fe,
morning, and of
'
Vegas
yester
to
remain
during
Is a fair visitor.
the course came around to The Citizen ofbrother-in-lafair.
is
a
Mr.
Judei;
of fice, where, like all others In the terSunday horn s will be olne.-vi a
Messrs. JliVM of this city, and for-- , ritory, he found a welcome. Mr.
ttie postollice tomorrow Xmiiqiitr que the
Ealy
Iti liiminesa At Ttornnllllr.
merlv
day, September 21.
,
IUI
,CBiB no
Doming to the front as a mining
V. J. Lucas, the Santa Fe agent
a
business man of iis;
the ter, and promoted and witnessed Its
at Las Vegas, camo In with the ex Meadow leading
City.
construction the Luna County Lead
curslonlsts this morning.
A number of clerks are "wishing" company's smelter at Demlng. He has
C. E. Linney, the section director that the
merchants who close their great faith In southern New Mexico
of he United States weather bureau stores tomorrow,
at noon, will keep mines, especially those adjacent to
Santa Fe, Is in the city.
them closed until Friday morning. The Ieming, and like Humboldt, believes
H. Wayne Russell, operating mines clerks argue that after attending the that the richest mines In
the world
in the Kelly district of Socorro coun fair In the afternoon and rushing hack will yot be uncovered In New
Mex-tty. Is attending the fair.
the city, tiny will be unfit for duty lco.
In the evening.
J. H. Ulake, representing the M.-Advertising association of Denver, wa
Abe
Coon und daughter.
Miss MINER BRADLEY VISITING FAIR
In the city between trains this morn Gladys, came In from Socorio
this,
Ing.
morning and are meeting friends on
W. L. Bradley, of Paso, is in the
every
1
corner
The new man at the storo of J.
of the metropolis.
In city, to
remain a few days, and honorHell & company, plumbers, Is J. H the early days of this city .ur. Coon
The Citizen office with a call. Mr.
Griffin.
He arrived last night from was In business here, and of course ed
Bradley, since leaving this city a few
the
are well acquainted years
Lerriiios.
ago, when he was an expert
W. O. Skinner, the sheen Inspector, with the successful fruit raiser of So press taker at the local
Western Unwith home and headquarters here, ha corro.
I he Southwestern
Brewery & Ice ion Telegraph office, has dabbled in
gone to the Estancla valley on olll
company Is to lie complimented on mines, and this office Is pleased to
cial business.
learn that he has been very successthe part It Is taking to help to enter ful.
Air. ana Mrs. l. it. llabcock. nroin tain the
Mr. Bradley has charge of some
rs In t'ai city ftoni Fort
soldi'
Inent folks of Kelly, Socorro county, vvinpate. 1 he br3vtry wagon calls extra good mining properties near
are mingling with the masses at the at the camp every day
Demlng.
and deposits
fair this afternoon.
a quantity of cooling .1 verag.5 flee of
C. E. linker, who has charge of the cost, to the soldiers who are a. tend
OaJiinas park, near Las Vecas. Is Ing the fair.
here, boosting for the Northern New
Father Schrader, of the Divine Cath
Mexico Fair association.
olic church, accompanied by Cardinal
Hairy M. Ashton, a well known A. R. Cordova and Bishop S. Rivera,
inotyie operator-machinishas eone all of New Jerusalem, Socorro county,
to Colorado Springs, where he will en New Mexico, are here. While In the
city they will receive new members,
ter the Nordrach ranch sanitarium.
William Clifford, brother of Oakey and Father Schrader will heal all sick
Clifford, Is In the city from Demine people who may call on him, so he
and will visit relatives and friends for says. They are located at No. 505 Pa
cific avenue.
a few days before returning home,
Henry G. Coors, lumber merchant
1
and
of Las Vegas, and J CROWN IN MOUNTAINS
Minnum, the wool and hide buyer, are
WITHOUT IRRIGATION
among the excursionists from Las
Captain Clark M. Carr. a mernbo
Call
Judge A. L. Kendall, of Cerrillos. fs of the Zunl Trading and Lumber com
here attending the fair. Judge Ken pany, came in from Guam, near the
dall is a well known republican poli
ontinental divide of McKInley eo'inty,
tician or ins section or sania ie this morning, and he brougn. along
county.
with him sheafs of corn and oats, and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Douthltt. of placed them on exhibition at thd fair
Santa Fe, and J. H. Douthltt, a Btock grounds. In pointing to them, und at
man near Kansas City, Mo., are the same time addressing a few
among the Santa Fe visitors attend- mends near by, the captain laid
ng the fair.
That represents what can oi done In
A. S. Fisk, of Toledo, Ohio, was In New Mexico, even in I.e mountains,
reduced at The Citizen office by Fire an.! at a h!pi altitude, without Irri
unier uurtless. Mr. Fisk is a health gation and practically without lain.
seeker and has been stopping at Santa The corn and oats on the stalks are
Belting,
as good as can ba grown under more
re he past few weeks.
surely
favorable
conditions,
as
and
Hon. Silas Alexander, a prominent good as the farmers
around my old
attorney of Hlllsboro, and W. C. Ken
uan, sheriff of Sierra county, are home at Galesburg, ill., raUo with
aiu several times each nion.t."
among the southern iew Mexico vis
itors here attending the fair.
s
Rule Convention.
Philadelphia,
Hon. Victor Sals, one of the largest
Pa.. Sept. 20. The
s
sheep raisers of Valencia county, is
rule convention of the City
here on business. He is accompanied party opened at the Academy of Mu
Dy nis family and they are in attend sic this forenoon.
Nearly 1,000 di
ance at the fair this afternoon.
visions of the city were represented
I
delegates, The convention
was 1
jvery town south of the metropo by
to
by
called
Frankorder
Chairman
lis, rrom Isleta clear down to El Pao,
n N. Brewer, and after the secretary,
on the main line, and down to Silver
City on the branch line, has large del- Cyrus D. Foss., Jr., had read the call
egations of citizens here on 'business for the convention, the convention
proceeded to receive nominations for
and attending the fair.
permanent officers. A recess was KXOOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXX)OOCXB
Col. Richard Dunn, a well known
taken and when the convention re
ranchman and general merchant of convenes
the voting will begin. No
San Miguel county, came In from the late has been
prepared, and as there
THE DON RICARDO.
north this morning, and has met re many candidates
for each posl- LA PLATA EAGER.
many friends In the territorial me
on the municipal ticket, the con
ttlon
DON FLORA.
tropolis during the day.
vention may last until a late hour.
HIGH LIFE.
George Hofheins, who Is operating
DEPENDABLE.
several good mines ud In the Cochitl
WANTED.
LITTLE SULTANA.
Large grain sacks, good pries.
district. Is here attending the fair and
ransactlng business with local can- - Wagon will call for them. E. W. Fee,
Manufactured by
Itallsts who are also Interested in the 620 South Second street.
M. GUSSAROFF.
above district.
115 West Railroad avenue,
T. F. Clay, ever since the flood the
and 107 Sou'j Second St.
popular constable of Las Vegas, and
once upon a time city marshal there,
an excursionist from the Meadow
I
The only Short Order Lunch
City, and of course had to call on his
FOR WM. JENKS
!
ESMERALDA
Room in thcCity. Fine Coffee
friends at The Citizen office. He will
HIGH CLASS FRUIT, GREEN
a speedy.
2 6 S. Second St.
return north tonight.
GO TO A. J. MALOY AND JAFMrs. H. H. Williams, of Deniing,
FA GROCERY CO.
came In from the south this morning,
eeting here her parents. Colonel and
is. Richard Hudson. All will remain
utll Saturday
when they will
return to Demlng. "Uncle Dick." as
e Is familiarly known among the cow- oys, Is a great Joker, and he wants

LOCAL AND

HOSTETTER'S
Stomach Bitters
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bather Wins

I

"Nothing but the lirst materials in our ghors," will
The watchword:
always govern thi running of o.ir business. But this Is not all. W
pay Just as much attention to the style and finish of every pair of
shoes as we do to their quality. Furthermore, we are backing up this
statement of your money refunded If a pair of shoes falls to give satisfaction. Our new fall and winter styles are ready for your Inspeci
tion.

Strangers

used exclusively by
hundreds of women
and
It cures
ments peculiar to them
women
should try a bottle. It
never

Douglas

$3.50
Shoes
tan
...lPV

$1.50 to $4.00

$1.35 to $4.00
Women's Shoes
Women's Strap Sandals. .$1.25 to $2.75
Felt Shoes and Slipper. .60c to $1.50
Shoes for Boys and Girls $1.00 to $2.50
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GETTING BREAKFAST
With food preparations from F. F.
Trotter's grocery is thorough assurance hat you are starting the day
right. This also holds good for all
other meals, as any article of food
purchased at our store can be absolutely depended upon for genuine excellence. We thoroughly
test any
goods offered us, and retain In our
stock only those found good and
wholesome.

r.

F. TROTTER

Nos. 118 and 120, South Second St.

C0000CCCCCC0O

TJIRIVKS IX COMFORT

J,Z'
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Finish off Fail
House Cleaning

LUMBER

First Street and Marquette

ar now open for buslneet, with
lew and second-hanline of furniture, at 114 South Fourth
street. In
W

d

the Gleckler building.

CARRIAGE

& HAYGOOD.

TRIMMING AND
PAIRING

RE-

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE
Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. Write for Prices

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTHWEST

Anti-Bos-

ntl-bos-

WHITNEY COMPANY

E

1

Ro.d

PAINTING

ALDUyULrtyut CAnnlAbt CO.

J

481-4- 03

North Fir

Street

vmmomemaamJ

EWES AND LAMBS
1,500 A. No.

1

EWES; 600 TOP LAMBS,

65

POUNDS EACH.

Inquire of

C

F

HORSESHOEING

Sooth Pirrt Street

SMOKE

MERCHANTS

Harness, Spring Wagons Built to
Order.

CARRIAGE

The Railroad Avenue C othler

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,

with a coat of Heath ft Milllgan's
paint over your wood work where
needed. You wlil find It most satisfactory. Inasmuch as It will make
clean things look cleaner, and.
what Is more, make them stay so.
VVe also have a large
stock of lumber, sash and doors, glass, cement,
and Rex Flint Kote Roofing.

IRVAN

SIMON STERN

PLUMBING

-

Furniture
Bargains...

Hats

and Examine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sample Rooms

See the Gas Man -- Fourth and Gold Avenue

hX- -?

S5

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING

IIKK

GAS RANGE

albuqijIrque

Knox

old-time-

t,

LOVE

Luc

"
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f
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Mens' Shoes

ISIDRO

SANDOVAL

915 South Second

LA-BE-

Street.

ght,

DIAMONDS

Vhen bought right are a good Investment. Our prices are right.
We Invite
you to call and examine the beautiful
diamond goods we are offering; also

WATCHES,

JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE,

Mall orders receive special attention.
RAILROAD

AVENUE.

1905.

j

I'KKSOXAJi

Honest

WEDNESDAY, 8EPT. 20,

EVERITT

ETC.

LEADING

JEWELER

Do you wear slippers?

We have an
excellent line of men's Opera Slippers In black or tan, kid lined, at $1.50.
One, two and three-straSandals,
vicl kid or patent colt, for ladies, range
from $1.25 to $2.75. Our
felt "Juliets," red, green or black, are
the celebrated Alfred Dolge make, and
cost $1.25 and $1.50. C. May's shoe
store, 314 West Railroad avenue.

IIAUDWA R K

Of Woolens Wool

Tested. They

SUITS
$12.00 $18.00
13.50 20.00
15.00 22.00
16.00 25.00

will fit you and saveyou money. Try?

This Label Stands for 5 1 Years
of Knowing How

V

s

RrOITIHD IM

J

SUITS
$12.00 $18.00
13 50
20.00
15.00 22 50
16.00 25.00

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
122 South Second Street

119 West Gold Avenue
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STUDEBAKERS'
T

ClothesMadeUponHonorStein-BlochTailor-

AND

& CO.

FEW LEADERS IN OUR LiNE

p

This Store Will Be Open Eveninga All This Week

E.AVIIOL.TCSAT..K
J. POST

EAD THE WORLD.

More Studebaker

Wagons used today than any other (3)
three makes combined. Best obtainable
wood stock used in constructing" the "Studebaker" and is seasoned from three to five
years before using. Write js for prices on
all kinds of vehicles.

Chop ! Chop ! Chop
JW,?

it. to get down the
chopping bowl and knife and prepare
something for the next meal?
But the tiresome method Is out of date.
You can do the work with Sargent's
Gem Food ChoDDer and do it
better with but little labor.
The
Gem chops all kinds cf food in
coar?e medium cr fine pieces, as
in the preparation cf r.uhstsnti.ils nnrl
You need it in your kitchen every day.

Tiresome, isn't

1

V'O
sired

derserts

j

E.

J, TOST

S&L

Albuquerque.

CO.,

"CTEP IN" while shopping and look over
our line of choppers and other useful
articles around the house. Bargains for all
at reduced prices. Refrigerators, Ice Cream
Freezers, Water Coolers, Stoves and Ranges,
Garden Hose and Sprinklers.

MECHANICS' AND CARPENTERS'
TOOLS A SPECIALTY
PROMPT DKLIVKK

V ON KVKKY

Pl'UCllASh

215 W. Railroad Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE,

-

NEW MEXICO

